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THE BG NEWS

Underage drinking
can be a problem for
bars. See what some
businesses do to
prevent it from happening on PAGE 2.
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Rumors about
liquor store
proven untrue
BG Liquor Outlet expanding, not closing
ByAl.xAlu.h.H
City Editor

Recent rumors have circulated that the BG Liquor
Outlet would close or lose its liquor license, but
the store is actually in the beginning stages of
expansion.
The outlet will actually be increasing its floor
space to accommodate more selections of beer,
wine and liquor and adding a "growler station,"
said Manager Mario Kiezi.
A growler station is a bar with 12 taps of popular
craft beers in which customers can buy 64-ounce
containers of freshly tapped beer, Kiezi said.
The extra floor space will also accommodate
more room for wine tasting events, he said.
"We've had record sales in the last year," Kiezi
said. "If we were going out of business, you
wouldn't see our shelves fully stocked."
The origins of the false rumor stem from a
ballot that passed on Election Day allowing
Kroger to sell alcohol on Sundays and the ability to obtain a contract to sell spirituous liquor,
meaning liquor above 21 percent alcohol. Some
rumors suggested Kroger may eventually take
over the outlet's license.
As of now, Kroger has no immediate plans to
obtain a contract, but is exploring all options, said
Kroger Spokesperson Jackie Siekman.
For Kroger to obtain a contract to allow it to
sell spirituous liquor, it would have to apply for
a contract or buy another business with a contract and apply for a license transfer through the
Ohio Division of Liquor Control, said Division
Spokesperson Matt Mullins.
A transfer of a contract to a different location
takes roughly 10 to 12 weeks, Mullins said.
Wood County has and, is only allowed, five carry-out spirituous liquor stores, he said. The five in
the county are BG Liquor Outlet, Cork's Wine and
Liquor in Rossford, a Rite Aid in Northwood as well
as a Rite Aid in Perrysburg and Woodbury Market
in Millhui y

The county is allowed an additional liquor store
based on a population ratio of one store per an
additional 20,000 people with a base of 40,000,
Mullins said. To have six stores, a county would
Sec RUMOR | Page 2
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a church that rocks
I'll take my cold, cold heart
I'll take my unrenewed mind
I'll take Your word In my
hand
And I'll give You time.
to come and melt me
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MEMBERS OF Broken Chains Church participate in a Christian rock opening hymn Tuesday night at Woodland Mall. The church was nspired by the atmosphere ol a Christian rock show.

Non-denominational church offers unique 'rock 'n' roll' experience, 'Come As You Are' mentality
By Zach Knapp
Reporter

Broken Chains Church offers attendees a new take on the
traditional church with its heavy music-centric religious
services.
Pastor Bob Lamb said that offering a different experience was the plan ever since he got the idea to start the
church while at a Christian rock show.
"I was watching this show and kids were jumping
around and having a good time and I thought that 'this is
what church should be like," Lamb said.
Lamb along with his wife Deanna, who is also a pastor,
wanted to offer a different experience at their church.

From the heavy music, to the murals of flames and graffiti message of "Messiah's Misfits." They made sure the
church had a unique look.
"We were going for something different," Lamb said.
"It is not like I ever wanted stain glass windows like you
would see in other churches."
University senior Morgan Ward has passed the church
in the Woodland mall, but has never been in.
"It seemed weird when I first heard it was a church,"
Ward said. "It looks more like a club than a church."
People who have never attended the church maybe confused
See CHAINS | Page 2

Students plan workouts
through mobile site
Recstats provides hourly updates of availability at Rec
By Eric Lagatti
Reporter

KATIE lOGSOON

MBGWWS
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CAMPUS
BRIEF
University converts factory
site to 'green space'
Students will soon see a change on
the corner ol Ridge Street and North
Enterprise Street.
The University is demolishing what is left
of the former Heinz Ketchup Factory at the
intersection with plans to transition it into a
green space.
"We wanted to give the community
something that is more aesthetically
pleasing." said Mike Schussler. manager

for the project.
In the new green space, the University
may also put in a walkway and some park
benches, but nothing has been finalized yet.
Schussler said.

for the campus and community to continue
going green.
"We're trying to become a greener campus," Schussler said. "They actually already
have a buyer for the brick."

In the future the University may also use
the space for a building. While constructing
a new parking lot was talked about early on
in the project, Schussler believes it unlikely
the space could eventually be used as a lot,
due to its location relative to campus.

Before the demolition started, the building was previously occupied by a group of
renters who left during summer, Schussler
said. A majority of the building was actually not usable for anything, because of its
condition, he said.

Parts of the old plant including bricks and
steel, may also be recycled by the company
demolishing the building. Along with turning
the site into a green space, the recycling ol
old building materials is just another way

"This project should remove a blemish
from the community and hopefully we can
turn it into something nicer," Schussler said.
The project is scheduled to conclude
sometime in January 2015.

Before senior Jesse Denick
comes to use the free weights at
the Student Recreation Center,
he likes to know if the weights
are actually free.
Thanks to a mobile website
called Recstats, which provides
hourly updates on the capacity of all the areas in the Rec,
Denick is able to know the best
times to workout.
"I've used it since it came out,"
Denick said. "It makes it easier
for me, it lets me know when I
should rest and when it's a good
time to come."
Eric Teske, a staff assistant
at the Rec, came up with the
website's concept as a way to
integrate technology into the
Rec Center.
"I wanted to play around with
ways to get this info out to students," Teske said.
The site, which launched this
semester, allows people to check
how busy the Rec is so they can
plan their workouts accordingly,
he said.
"It's interesting because if you
wanted to plan your workout,

just changing the time you come
by an hour can make a big difference," Teske said.
The site features a gauge, similar to that of a gas gauge in a car,
which measures how full each
area of the Rec is. Employees
at the Rec update the site from
iPads every hour with precise
numbers of how many people
are in each area.
Senior Leah Martin, a center
manager at the Rec, is one who
makes the hourly updates.
"I've shown (the site] to a lot of
people," she said. "All my friends
use it, my roommates use it, I
think it's been great."
Teske monitors trends on the
site with Google Analytics. The
site gets 1,000 visits a month, 33
percent of which are new visitors, he said.
"People are still discovering
it," he said, "[but] there's still a
group of students who use it all
the time."
Mondays tend to be the busiest day for the Rec, Teske said.
"After the weekend, they've been
See REC | Page 2

FALCONS SET PAST DETROIT

THE END IS NEAR

The BG mens' basketball team defeated Detroit

Columnist Emily Gordon reminds us

Wednesday evening, 70-65 at the Stroh Center.

all that the semester is winding down

Senior Point Guard Jordon Crawford led the

and offers tips about how to retain

way for the Falcons with 26 points and three

your cool under the pressures that can

Christina Hurst

rebounds. | PAGE 5

occur during finals week. | PAGE 3

Sophomore, Psychology

WHAT OTHER PLACE IN BG SHOULD HAVE ATTENDENCE
MONITORING TECHNOLOGY?
"Marco's for those 1 a.m. visits."
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CLAZEL ENTERTAINMENT
127 N. Main St.. Bowling Green. Ohio

BLOTTER
MON., NOV. 26
1:09 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the weekend, an unknown person
attempted to pry open the
doors of a business, tripping the alarm within the
500 block of E. Woodland
Center.
2:55 P.M.
Shane W. Lee-Byrne. 22. of
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need 60,000 people and
for an additional store, it
would need 20,000 more.
Wood County's population is 125,488, according to the 2010 census,
which would allow for
nine stores total.
The division would
have to be willing to put
out a contract and pick
a location before it can
accept bids from companies, which would then
have to meet certain
requirements from the
division, Mullins said.
At this time, the division is not looking to
open a new location in
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taking it easy and want to
get back into it," he said.
Since the site is still
relatively new, Teske said
there's still plenty of room
for improvement.
"It gets the job done but
it could be a lot more than
what it is," he said.

Bowling Green, was arrested
for theft/shoplifting, criminal
damaging and possession
of criminal tools within the
100 block of W. Gypsy Lane
Road. He was lodged in
the Wood County Justice
Center.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News
at 419-372-6966

the county, he said.
While Kroger can still
buy a business with a
contract and request a
transfer, Siekman said
nothing has been discussed as of yet. Kroger
has transferred licenses
and contracts before and
the closest Krogers that
sell higher proof liquor
are in Toledo, she said.
Kiezi said he heard about
the rumors from some customers two weeks ago, but
this is the first lime a rumor
of closing has spread.
BG Liquor Outlet will
not lose any of its licenses
or permits, he said.
"We've got a 10-year
lease left, we're not going
anywhere," Kiezi said.
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Bars combat underage drinking
with preventative measures
Staff members look for fake IDs, use stamp system to curb illegal consumption
By Yalon* Blair
Reporter

Local bars try to regulate
the amount of sneak-ins,
underage drinking and
use of fake IDs by patrons
and students.
University student Kate
Dye, 20. said she has snuck
into a bar before and said
she would do it again.
"It was fairly easy, I just
did an ID switch with a
friend," Dye said.
Bars like Downtown
and Nate and Wally's Fish
Bowl allow only 21-yearolds to enter, but Cla-Zel,
Beckett's and Tubby's
Tavern allow 18-year-olds
to enter even though alcohol is served.
Sophomore
Kristen

Burns said alcohol should
not be served if 18-yearolds can enter because
they will discover a way to
obtain it.
However
freshman
Gregory Shaw said if students are 18 and choose
to drink, they should
be aware of the consequences.
"If you're 18 and decide
to drink in the bars and
you get caught, it's your
fault, you knew what
could happen," Shaw said.
Some bars have reasons
behind offering alcohol
oven though underage
patrons are allowed.
Beckett's is a restaurant as well as a bar, said
Manager Mary Mason.

Tubby's Tavern allows
18-year-olds and older
because it gives individuals a safe dancing environment, said Manager
Andrew Gibson.
"We have a DJ on the
weekends, giving a place
for people to dance
because obviously people
are going to go out, we try
to give them a safe place
to come," Gibson said.
University
student
Jazzmin Hill, 21, said the
bars should be more strict
with security to prevent
underage drinking and
the use of fake IDs.
However, bars do take
preventative measures to
stop people from sneaking in, using fake IDs and

drinking underage. David
Burkle, daytime manager of Downtown, said
creativity plays a part in
sneaking in.
"We have a door that
isn't an exit or an entrance,
and sometimes people's
friends will let them in,
but we have a lot of bouncers walking around so
usually they catch that,"
Burkle said.
Chris Gallagher, bartender of Nate and Wally's
Fish Bowl, said sneaking
in is possible if someone is
not at the door.
However,
Tubby's
Tavern doesn't have
See UNDERAGE | Page 6

Teske encouraged user
feedback on features of
the site that could be
worked on.
"We're looking for ways
to make the Rec Center
a little more state of the
art," he said.
Anyone can access the
site at bgsu.edu/recwell
or by QR codes located on
posters in the Rec.

visit us
online at

RYAN BARKAN I THE BG NEWS
THE NON-DENOMINATIONAL church promotes 'Come As You Are' policy in addition to its musk-centered religious focus. It holds services on Tuesday and Friday nights.
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by its appearance, but the
message should be familiar,
Lamb said.
The
non-denominational church's weekly
services, on Tuesdays and
Fridays, are described as
rock 'n' roll based worship with live, heavy
music, he said.
"We focus on problems
that are relevant to today
through studying the
Bible and prayer," Lamb
said. "It is just a bunch
of freaky people coming
to church trying to live a
good life."

Lamb has embraced this
"freaky crowd" of tattooed
and pierced attendees who
have embraced the church
since the beginning and
helped it grow.
Starting as a Bible study
in his basement, high
attendance to the first
sessions forced Lamb
to look for a permanent
location at the Woodland
Mall, where the church
holds services for approximately 150 people a week,
he said.
"We have a 'Come as
You Are' policy, because
we don't want to change
you," Lamb said. "We get
a lot of people coming in
from the Goth Night at

Preferred
Properties Co.

"We focus on
problems that are
relevant to today
through studying the
Bible and prayer."
Bob Lamb I Pastor

Uptown Night Club and a
lot of kids coming from an
ICP llnsane Clown Posse]
background. They are just
normal kids trying to fit in
somewhere."
Junior Chas Williams
was drawn to the church
in 2006 after a rough
period of his life and

www.preferredpropertie5co.com

Office Hours: Monday - Friday 18am 11:30am&12:30pnv4:30prn

Find a Place to Call Home
(I Bedroom & Efficiency Houses Also Available)

419 Lehman Avenue. 1419.352.9378

has been attending the
church ever since.
"I was hanging out with
the wrong kids in high
school before I joined the
church," Williams said.
"Pastor Bob took me under
his wing and opened the
doors of his church to me.
I felt very comfortable
and the support system
helped me through difficult times."
Being a non-traditional
church was a big draw for
people, Williams said.
"The music, lights and
smoke are different and
really draw people into the
church—people that would
not typically think about
going to church," he said.

VILLAGE
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Life is like a Texans' THANKSGIVING LEFTOVERS
football game
MM. COLUMNIST
Not everyone is into football
but the dramatic Houston
Texans' win over the Detroit
Lions made me think of a
beautiful analogy for life.
The score — 34 to 31 — to
not really important to me.
The real story was the combination of crucial plays and the
emotions involved.
Both teams entering the
game reminded me of two
people with different life
circumstances.
Although the Texans are
young—the MFL's most recent
expansion team in 2002—life
has gone their way. The franchise has been blessed with a
prolific offense and defense.
The team has been given their
best chance this year to win
the Super BowL They made
the playoffs last season, and
now the team has a one-loss
record. They are serious Super
Bowl contenders.
The Texans are like a person
who has endured hard times
but seems unfazed, focused
on a prize.
You also have the Detroit
Lions.

The Lions haven't been so
lucky in the recent past For
crying out loud, they had the
first 0-16 season in league history four years ago.
They were also seeking their
first Thanksgiving Day victory
in nine years. Sadly, they'll be
searching for their first in 10,
come next November.
The Lions reminded me of
a person who looks good from
the outside but has serious
problems on the inside along
with misfortune.
Quarterback
Matthew
Stafford did his best completing several difficult passes
to Calvin Johnson and other
receivers when he needed to,
but it wasn't enough.
The Lions also showed
they had serious holes in their
defense, allowing a 97-yard
touchdown drive late in the
fourth quarter.
These defensive holes are
not only something that
will cost any team a game
but reminds me of something deeper a lot of people
deal with.
A lot of people have huge
voids of insecurities and confusion they struggle every day
trying to fill up or cover up
that only Jesus can help with.
The lions also had a chance
to win the game in overtime
with a Jason Hason field goaL

Seems like an routine thing
a long-time veteran could
accomplish, right?
"DOINK." the football went
as it ricocheted off the right
upright and back into the field
of play.
Mason's missed field goal
made me think of people who
are still fighting to overcome
adversity in their lives. They're
doing everything they can to
better themselves, but they're
just not there yet They need
help from Jesus and support
from other people.
The Texans, however,
proved they can succeed by
winning their second consecutive game in five days, both
games in overtime.
Despite fatigue, the Texans
remind me of a person seasoned for tough times. Trials
are going to send them falling flat on their back. Then,
they are blessed when a few
situations favor them and
help them fight their way
back to victory.
Everyone loves to win, right?
That's every NFL team's goal
each season — win as many
games you can, including the
Super Bowl. Now, I kind of
compare winning a football
game to being reconciled with
God and having a good relationship with him.
The goal is to get to Heaven,
not only to avoid Hell but to
be permanently in union with
God and under his protection
and showered with his glory.
Think of winning the Super
Bowl as getting to Heaven.
Before we can get to the
Super Bowl, teams need to
leamhowtowin.
Teams need to build themselves from the inside out,
starting with ownership and
working themselves down
to the placekicker. Teams
also need to learn how to fill
inadequacies on their rosters and overcome adversity
in a season.
Before we can get to Heaven,
we need to leam how to win.
We need to know what we're
playing for. Why do we need
God? Why do we need a relationship with Him?
We need to know how to
maintain a relationship with
God. We need to know how
to live for Him, give our all
for Him. We need to fill up
the holes and cracks in our
lives and within ourselves so
we enjoy a good relationship
with Him.
Then, we need to find a
way to endure pain so we can
reach our goaL

Respond to Phillip at
thenews9bpiews.com
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Finals are coming,
Invisible power
prepare for the end brokers' hold control

It's the beginning of the end
No, I don't mean the end
of the wond (although I definitely plan on attending one
of those fun survivor-themed
parties come December 21).
I'm talking about the first
few days marking the end of
the semester
111 admit I hated the
thought of coming back to
school aftera much appreciated Thanksgiving Break While
I like most of my classes and
enjoy learning, 1m really not
looking forward to aD of the
upcoming quizzes, presentations, papers and, of course,
the dreaded exam week.
But as I dragged myself out
ol bed for dass Monday morning, a voice in my head said
clearly and strongly, "Come
on. You can do this."

It kept me going aD day By
the end of the year, its common to fed tired stressed and
totally unmotivated
To give up and call it a day

is a tempting option, but give
my end of the semester survival tips a try firstThey may
give you enough extra oomph
to help you power through.
Don't go sleepless. I'm not
going to suggest going to
bed early, because I know for
a lot of students, it's simply
not an option There's just not
enough time in the day to get
everything done. Instead, IYn
suggesting you nap. Even if its
just a 20 ■ minute one, a short
nap can go a long way.
Do not fake energy. Energy
drinks like Monster and Red
Bull may seem like a quick
fix for having zero energy,
but it may be a better idea to
skip them. There are articles
abound about their negative
side effects such as stomach
problems, anxiety and cardiac
arrhythmias.
Instead, keep yourself
hydrated and when you need
an energy boost take a quick
study break and grab a Jamba
Juice or some yogurt with
granola. The quick break and
short walk to the Union or
comer store will wake you up,
See GORDON | Page 4

We all vote for who we
want to represent us in
Washington DC, but often
times it's the people in
Washington who are not
elected who impact our
lives by way of our elected
representatives.
These are the "invisible"
power brokers working
behind the scenes to either
exploit our decisions for
national elected office, or
negate them altogether.
I call these power brokers invisible because the
average person doesn't
see them, and that is just
the way they like it for the
most part.
Lobbyists are hired by
every imaginable Industry
— and those who stand to
gain by that industry's success or failure—to influence our elected officials
to vote how the lobbyist
would like them to. This
is done usually through
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campaign donations or
promised electoral support of those working in
the industry.
According
to
Opensecrets.org,
this
year there are 12,016
lobbyists in the nation's
capital. With 100 Senators
and 435 members of the
House of Representatives,
that means that lobbyists
in Washington outnumber elected legislators by
a ratio of approximately
22.5 to 1.
This is a perversion of our
democracy to say the least.
Is it any wonder that legislators from opposing parties
don't agree on anything?
Both sides have groups,
which support the side of
the issue that is more in line
with their party's platform,
throwing "incentives" at
them to keep them from
even considering the other
side of the issue.
Some of the invisible
power brokers who influence our elected representatives are not just lobbyists
See TRACKER | Page 4
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127 N. Main St., Bowling Green, Ohio
Bowling Green, was arrested
for theft/shoplifting, criminal
damaging and possession
of criminal tools within the
■00 block of W Gypsy Lane
Road. He was lodged in
the Wood County Justice
Center.

BLOTTER
MON., NOV. 26
1:09 P.M.
Complainant reported that
sometime during the weekend, an unknown person
attempted to pry open the
doors of a business, tripping the alarm within the
500 block of E. Woodland
Center,
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need 60,000 people and
for an additional store, it
would need 20,000 more.
Wood County's population is 125,488, according to the 2010 census,
which would allow for
nine stores total.
The division would
have to be willing to put
out a contract and pick
a location before it can
accept bids from companies, which would then
have to meet certain
requirements from the
division, Mullins said.
At this time, the division is not looking to
open a new location in
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taking it easy and want to
get back into it," he said.
Since the site is still
relatively new, Teske said
there's still plenty of room
for improvement.
"It gets the job done bill
it could be a lot more than
what it is," he said.

the county, he said.
While Kroger can still
buy a business with a
contract and request a
transfer, Siekman said
nothing has been discussed as of yet. Kroger
has transferred licenses
and contracts before and
the closest Krogers that
sell higher proof liquor
are in Toledo, she said.
Kiezi said he heard about
the rumors from some customers two weeks ago. but
this is the first time a rumor
of closing has spread.
BG Liquor Outlet will
not lose any of its licenses
or permits, he said.
"We've got a 10-year
lease left, we're not going
anywhere," Kiezi said.
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Bars combat underage drinking
with preventative measures
Staff members look for fake IDs. use stamp system to curb illegal consumption
By Y.ilon.i Blair
Reporter

Local bars try to regulate
the amount of sneak-ins,
underage drinking and
use of fake IDs by patrons
and students.
University student Kate
Dye, 20, said she has snuck
into a bar before and said
she would do it again.
"It was fairly easy, I just
did an ID switch with a
friend," Dye said.
Bars like Downtown
and Nate and Wally's Fish
Howl allow only 21-yearolds to enter, but Cla-Zel,
Beckett's and Tubby's
Tavern allow 18-year-olds
to enter even though alcohol is served.
Sophomore
Kristen

Burns said alcohol should
not be served if 18-yearolds can enter because
they will discover a way to
obtain it.
However
freshman
Gregory Shaw said if students are 18 and choose
to drink, they should
be aware of the consequences.
"If you're 18 and decide
to drink in the bars and
you get caught, it's your
fault, you knew what
could happen," Shaw said.
Some bars have reasons
behind offering alcohol
oven though underage
patrons are allowed.
Beckett's is a restaurant as well as a bar, said
Manager Mary Mason.

Tubby's Tavern allows
18-year-olds and older
because it gives individuals a safe dancing environment, said Manager
Andrew Gibson.
"We have a DJ on the
weekends, giving a place
for people to dance
because obviously people
are going to go out, we try
to give them a safe place
to come." Gibson said.
University
student
fazzmin Dili, 21, said the
bars should be more strict
with security to prevent
underage drinking and
the use of fake IDs.
However, bars do take
preventative measures to
stop people from sneaking in, using fake IDs and

drinking underage. David
Burkle, daytime manager of Downtown, said
creativity plays a part in
sneaking in.
"We have a door that
isn't an exit or an entrance,
and sometimes people's
friends will let them in,
but we have a lot of bouncers walking around so
usually they catch that,"
Burkle said.
Chris Gallagher, bartender of Nate and Wally's
Fish Bowl, said sneaking
in is possible if someone is
not at the door.
However,
Tubby's
Tavern doesn't have
See UNDERAGE | Page 6
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Teske encouraged user
feedback on features of
the site that could be
worked on.
"We're looking for ways
to make the Rec Center
a little more state of the
art," he said.
Anyone can access the
site al bgsu.edu/recwell
or by Qli codes located on
posters in the Rec.

visit us
online at
RYANIARKAN I THE BG NEWS

THE N0N DENOMINATIONAL church promotes Come As You Are' policy in addition to its music-centered religious focus It holds services on Tuesday and Friday nights

CHAINS
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by its appearance, but the
message should be familiar,
Iamb said.
The
non-denominational church's weekly
services, on Tuesdays and
Fridays, are described as
rock 'n' roll based worship with live, heavy
music, he said.
"We focus on problems
that are relevant to today
through studying the
Bible and prayer," Lamb
said. "It is just a bunch
of freaky people coming
to church trying to live a
good life."

Lamb has embraced this
"freaky crowd" of tattooed
and pierced attendees who
have embraced the church
since the beginning and
helped it grow.
Starting as a Bible study
in his basement, high
attendance to the first
sessions forced Lamb
to look for a permanent
location at the Woodland
Mall, where the church
holds services for approximately 150 people a week,
he said.
"We have a Come as
You Are' policy, because
we don't want to change
you," Lamb said. "We get
a lot of people coming in
from the Goth Night at

Preferred
Properti*

"We focus on
problems that are
relevant to today
through studying the
ible and prayer."
Bob Lamb I Pastor

Uptown Night Club and a
lot of kids coming from an
ICP llnsane Clown Posse]
background. They are just
normal kids trying to fit in
somewhere."
Junior Chas Williams
was drawn to the church
in 2006 after a rough
period of his life and

www.preferredpropcrtiesco.com
Office rtours:Maxby-Fiiday|8arn-1l:30am&l230prM30prn
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Find a Place to Call Home
(I Bedroom & Efficiency Houses Also Available)
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has been attending the
church ever since.
"I was hanging out with
the wrong kids in high
school before I joined the
church," Williams said.
"Pastor Bob took me under
his wing and opened the
doors of his church to me.
I felt very comfortable
and the support system
helped me through difficult times."
Being a non-traditional
church was a big draw for
people, Williams said.
"The music, lights and
smoke are different and
really draw people into the
church—people that would
not typically think about
going to church," he said.
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET What other places in Bowling Green should have attendance-monitoring technology?
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Have your own take on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion lor

KELLY SIPKO
Senior,
English

ANDREW MILLER
Sophomore,
Human Development

Life is like a Texans'
football game
A
M"--

I PHILLIP MARTIN
fi
COLUMNIST

Not everyone is into football,
but the dramatic Houston
Texans' win over the Detroit
Uons made me think of a
beautiful analogy for life.
The score — 34 to 31 — is
not really important to me.
The real story was the combination of crucial plays and the
emotions involved.
Both teams entering the
game reminded me of two
people with different life
circumstances.
Although the Texans are
young—theNFL'smostrecent
expansion team in 2002 — life
has gone their way. The franchise has been blessed with a
prolific offense and defense.
The team has been given their
best chance this year to win
the Super Bowl. They made
the playoffs last season, and
now the team has a one-loss
record. They are serious Super
Bowl contenders.
The Texans are like a person
who has endured hard times
but seems unfazed, focused
on a prize.
You also have the Detroit
Lions.

The Lions haven't been so
lucky in the recent past. For
crying out loud, they had the
first 0-16 season in league history four years ago.
They were also seeking their
first Thanksgiving Day victory
in nine years. Sadfy, they'll be
searching for their first in 10,
come next November.
The Lions reminded me of
a person who looks good from
the outside but has serious
problems on the inside along
with misfortune.
Quarterback
Matthew
Stafford did his best, completing several difficult passes
to Calvin Johnson and other
receivers when he needed to,
but it wasn't enough.
The Lions also showed
they had serious holes in their
defense, allowing a 97-yard
touchdown drive late in the
fourth quarter.
These defensive holes are
not only something that
will cost any team a game
but reminds me of something deeper a lot of people
deal with.
A lot of people have huge
voids of insecurities and confusion they struggle every day
trying to fill up or cover up
that only Jesus can help with.
The Lions also had a chance
to win the game in overtime
with a Jason Hason field goal.

Seems like an routine thing
a long-time veteran could
accomplish, right?
"DOINK," the football went
as it ricocheted off the right
upright and back into the field
of play.
Hason's missed field goal
made me think of people who
are still fighting to overcome
adversity in their lives. They're
doing everything they can to
better themselves, but they're
just not there yet. They need
help from Jesus and support
from other people.
The Texans, however,
proved they can succeed by
winning their second consecutive game in five days, both
games in overtime.
Despite fatigue, the Texans
remind me of a person seasoned for tough times. Trials
are going to send them falling flat on their back. Then,
they are blessed when a few
situations favor them and
help them fight their way
back to victory.
Everyone loves to win, right?
That's every NFL team's goal
each season — win as many
games you can, including the
Super Bowl. Now, I kind of
compare winning a football
game to being reconciled with
God and having a good relationship with him.
The goal is to get to Heaven,
not only to avoid Hell but to
be permanently in union with
God and under his protection
and showered with his glory.
Think of winning the Super
Bowl as getting to Heaven.
Before we can get to the
Super Bowl, teams need to
learn how to win.
Teams need to build themselves from the inside out,
starting with ownership and
working themselves down
to the placekicker. Teams
also need to learn how to fill
inadequacies on their rosters and overcome adversity
in a season.
Before we can get to I leaven,
we need to learn how to win.
We need to know what we're
playing for. Why do we need
God? Why do we need a relationship with Him?
We need to know how to
maintain a relationship with
God. We need to know how
to live for Him, give our all
for Him. We need to fill up
the holes and cracks in our
lives and within ourselves so
we enjoy a good relationship
with Him.
Then, we need to find a
way to endure pain so we can
reach our goal.

Respond to Phillip at
thenews@bgnews.com
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Finals are coming,
Invisible power
prepare for the end brokers' hold control

It's the beginning of the end.
No, I don't mean the end
of the m H li I (although I definitely plan on attending one
of those fun survivor-themed
parties come December 21).
I'm talking about the first
few days marking the end of
the semester.
I'll admit, I hated the
thought of coming back to
school after a much appreciated Thariksgrving Break While
I Like most of my classes and
enjoy learning, I'm really not
looking forward to all of the
upcoming quizzes, presentations, papers and, of course,
the dreaded exam week.
But as I dragged myself out
ol bed for dass Monday morning, a voice in my head said
clearly and strongly, "Come
on You can do this."
It kept me going all day. By
the end of the year, it's common to feel tired, stressed and
totaUy unmotivated
To give up and call it a day

DANAE KING CAMPUS EDITOR

is a tempting optioa but give
my end of the semester survival tips a try firstThey may
give you enough extra oomph
to help you power through.
Dont go sleepless. I'm not
going to suggest going to
bed early, because I know for
a lot of students, it's simply
not an optioa There's just not
enough time in the day to get
everything done. Instead, I'm
suggesting you nap. Even if it's
just a 20-minute one, a short
nap can go a long way.
Do not fake energy. Energy
drinks like Monster and Red
Bull may seem like a quick
fix for having zero energy,
but it may be a better idea to
skip them. There are articles
abound about their negative
side effects such as stomach
problems, anxiety and cardiac
anhythmias.
Instead, keep yourself
hydr.itod and when you need
an energy boost, take a quick
study break and grab a Jamba
Juice or some yogurt with
granola. The quick break and
short walk to the Union or
comer store will wake you up.
See GORDON I Page 4

We all vote for who we
want to represent us in
Washington D.C., but often
times it's the people in
Washington who are not
elected who impact our
lives by way of our elected
representatives.
These are the "invisible"
power brokers working
behind the scenes to either
exploit our decisions for
national elected office, or
negate them altogether.
I call these power brokers invisible because the
average person doesn't
see them, and that is just
the way they like it for the
most part.
Lobbyists are hired by
every imaginable industry
— and those who stand to
gain by that industry's success or failure—to influence our elected officials
to vote how the lobbyist
would like them to. This
is done usually through

campaign donations or
promised electoral support of those working in
the industry.
According
to
Opensecrets.org,
this
year there are 12,016
lobbyists in the nation's
capital. With 100 Senators
and 435 members of the
House of Representatives,
that means that lobbyists
in Washington outnumber elected legislators by
a ratio of approximately
22.5 to 1.
This is a perversion of our
democracy to say the least.
Is it any wonder that legislators from opposing parties
don't agree on anything?
Both sides have groups,
which support the side of
the issue that is more in line
with their party's platform,
throwing "incentives" at
them to keep them from
even considering the other
side of the issue.
Some of the invisible
power brokers who influence our elected representatives are not just lobbyists
THACKER
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Do not be afraid to stand out, be different

I have a genuinely weird obsession with Sphynx cats.
In case you've never seen one,
they are hairless, have webbed
toes and extremely large eyes
and ears that can be quite startling. Their appearance causes
both love and rejection.
No matter how many times
I show a picture of one of
these little beauties to a friend
or family member, I always
wait for their reaction, which
is generally distasteful to me.
Honestly, I know most people
don't like them however, that
is not going to deter me from
adoring them and acquiring
one when I'm older.
As strange of a tale as that is,
the overall message should be
taken and applied to a more
serious topic.
IYn willing to stand up for my
love of a cat, yet some people
are incapable of standing up
for themselves and embracing
who they truly are
Life should be nved to the
best of your ability. It should
be lived in a way you enjoy.
Parading around as someone

THACKER
From Page 3
but also lead organizations
solely designed to place
undue pressure on the
legislators' decision about
specific issues.
One of the people who
have most influenced
the political system in
Washington over the last 25
years has never run for an
elected office. His name is
Grover Norquist and he is
the head of a group called
Americans for Tax Reform.
Norquist was asked by then
President Ronald Reagan to
form ATR to reduce government revenues as a percentage of the national gross
domestic product.
One of Norquist's more
successful endeavors as the
head of ATR has been to
pressure Republican legislators into signing the group's
Taxpayer Protection Pledge,
which states that those
who sign it pledge to "One,
oppose any and all efforts
to increase the marginal
income tax rates for individuals and/or businesses; and
two, oppose any net reduction or elimination of deductions and credits, unless
matched dollar for dollar by
further reducing tax rates."
Signing a pledge such as
this should disqualify you
from holding elected office. If
you have signed this pledge,
then it would seem to me that
you have already sworn an
oath that you would consider
to be a higher priority than
the oath that you swear upon
your inauguration; to uphold
the Constitution and represent those who elected you.
And it is not as if only a few
legislators have signed this

you arerit is not an engaging
way to live.
As previously stated in
another article, I sincerely want
you to be yourself and show
your true colors.
Parents, grandparents and
other members of your family
and dose cirde of friends may
have a view of who they want
you to be, but is it the view you
have for yourself? If it is, great
Keep it up
Nevertheless, some of you
do not wish to be the person
everyone else wants you to be.
Break away from their expectations and standards and be
who you want The people who
really love you will support and
accept you for who you are, no
matter who that person turns
out to be. It's like the previous
example: Not everyone will
approve of what you choose,
but the good individuals will
accept it and move on.
Of course, others' opinions
matter to a certain degree; these
opinions should not dominate
your life, though.
Occasionally, there will be
a point in time when you will
have to "break away from
the crowd" and do what you
need to do to make yourself
happy. These decisions may
not be easy, but they definitely create a big difference

in the level of how happy you
are (truly happy — not that
fake happy-sappy junk].
When I transferred high
schools, it was a drastic
change. I moved states, for
Pete's sake. It was one of the
most difficult decisions I have
ever made, yet it allowed me
to grow into the person I am
today. I love that person and
am very proud of who she is.
This is why I encourage
you to do what you need
to do. within reason, in
order to attain any semblance of pure, unadulterated happiness possible.
Similarly, personality plays
a big role in the person that
you are. Having an eccentric
personality and stowing it
away makes one just as guilty
as someone who has a passive personality and attempts
to be aggressive and showy.
Most people's personalities are
phenomenal when they allow
them to take hold and stop acting thoughtlessly.
There is no time that I can
think of, honestiy, that would
be tolerable of wearing a fake
personality.
Your personality is part of
who you are — denying that
is negating part of yourself.
Vtear your personality on your
sleeves and love who it creates.

pledge. Before the elections
earlier this month, 238 of 242
Republicans in the House of
Representatives and 41 of 47
Republicans in the Senate
had signed this pledge. That
amounts to about 95 percent
of all Republicans in the U.S.
Congress.
And Norquist is not one
to just let it slide if someone
who has signed his pledge
decides later to change his or
her mind.
For proof of that all you
need to do is watch the news.
Since the election went
the way it did (now that
most provisional ballots
have been counted the numbers show that Republican
nominee Mitt Romney only
received about 47 percent of
the national vote), and the
fact that new across-theboard spending cuts are
set to take effect in January
(across-the-board meaning
that the cuts will apply to
programs viewed as essential to both Republicans and
Democrats) some congressional Republicans are starting to show signs of backpedaling on their ATR pledge
(Hallelujah!), and Norquist

"Since the election
went the way it did...
some contressional
Republicans
are starting to
show signs of
backpedaling on
their ATR pledge..."
has begun chastising them
through the media.
Norquist says that conservatives will not forget
(during the next election)
any Republican who breaks
his or her pledge to never
raise taxes.
I hope that is true, but
instead of holding it against
them I hope that voters will
remember the members of
Congress — on both sides —
who were willing to negotiate
and compromise with their
opposition for the good of
their country.

Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com

There is no need to be ashamed
of it or envious of another's
traits; people will be more apt
to embrace you if you are being
yourself.
Some of your best friends will
be made based on personality
traits, even if they dont coincide
faultlessly
My best friend and 1 have
very similar dispositions: we
are both outgoing, eccentric
charismatic and have very
high energy levels. However,
we have some key variances
and that's OK.
I can have a very passive,
subdued side where he can be
dominant and over-the-top
The similarities in our friendship are what created the
bound, while the differences
challenge us and require us to
stand firm in who we are.
Friends are an excellent way
to learn your true personality;
they wiD aid you and test you.
Accept who are you and
please don't be afraid to stand
out Your actions and personality will reflect on the individual you wish to grow Into
or remain
The thing I want to leave you
with is this: Be yourself.

From Page 3
and the alternative treats
will give you a healthier
source of energy.
When your day is so packed
that you dont have time to
spare for a break, make use
of what time you have on
the way to work and class.
On your walk to campus, listen to a song or two that is
relaxing or motivating to you.
Concentrate only on how the
song makes you feel and 'is
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lyrics. Instant pick-me-up.
Budget your time effectively.
Mark up a calender or to-do list
with assignments, exams and
other things you must complete on the day theyre due.
Plan ahead for what must be
done on what day and by what
time. Physically planning your
next three weeks in advance
will keep you on track and
show that you can cUmb this
mountain of work in small
steps each day.
Cross off your to-do items
on your list or calender as you
finish them. It seems like too

small a thing to make a difference, but when you can
actually see your progress and
countdown the days that are
left in the semester, you'll recognize tli; • you can and will
make it to the end
And finally, keep your eye
on the prize: Winter Break. The
end of the semester is right
around the comer.
Have faith in yourself and
know ffll be here soon

Respond to Emily at
th0tews9bgnews.com

You deserve a factual look at...

The Host Practical Solution to the
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Canthatwa<

it pwpmi —HC—I kiini paaaa ta >

A persistent mantra maintains that only two possible solutions exist to the seemingly intractable, centuries-old
conflict between Arabs and Jews in the Holy Land. But is that really true... or is there a more sensible alternative?

What arc tha factaJ
The "One-State Solution." Some commentators
advocate a one-state solution, in which Jews and Arabs
would be joined in one state, with all inhabitants
having the same citizenship - call it Israeli or
Palestinian. But such a "solution," as most observers
know, is totally unacceptable to the Jewish population.
Given the murderous hate expressed daily in state-

controlled Palestinian media
toward Jews, this would be a

assist in the final destruction of the beleaguered and
helpless Jewish state.

Which Solution Should Israel Choose? It's clear that
neither the one-state solution nor the vaunted twostate solution would resolve the region's issues. How
then should Israelis respond to the demand that they
choose either of these "solutions'? In fact they need
choose neither. Those who insist that they choose
__^_^___ between
those
two
"solutions" either don't fully
"H0W then should Israelis
understand the problem ...
respond to the demand that they or they oppose Israel's
continued existence.
cn00Se either of these 'Solutions'?
.
.
. .
,,, ,, The reality is that,
T

Hoiouiut" wiUiinSKone
generation, Arabs, with their
high birth rate and
inevitable immigration from In tact they need ChOOSe neither. according to virtually every
abroad, would be a majority. ——~-^^—^-^^—^— Palestinian leader, including
They would unleash a civil war that would make the
Lebanese and the Syrian wars seem like child's play.
With more than half the world's Jews now living in
Israel, Adolf Hitler's most fervent genocidal wish would
finally be fulfilled.
The "Two-State Solution." This second solution is
favored by much of the world, including the U. S.
government. But this solution is not much better than
one state and almost as unacceptable to those who
support the welfare and future of the Jewish state. The
example of Gaza is instructive. In order to advance
peace and appease world opinion, Prime Minister Ariel
Sharon abandoned Gaza with no reciprocal agreement
from the Palestinians. All Jewish inhabitants, most
living there for generations, were expelled from their
homes by Israel and resettled in "Israel proper." What
reward, what thanks did Israel get for its generous
gesture? Today, almost daily bombardments by deadly
Hamas rockets force up to one million Israel civilians
into bomb shelters. Israel's forbearance to these
affronts is almost unbelievable. One can imagine how
our country would respond if Mexico were to launch
hundreds of rockets on San Diego. Thus it's easy to
foresee what would happen if, under a "two-state
solution.' Israel were to abandon Judea/Samaria (the
"Wat Bank"). Israel would surely suffer daily rocket
assaults on its population centers—Tel Aviv, its
international airport, its industrial heartland and its
military installations. Life would become impossible.
The surrounding Arab states and Muslim countries
beyond (such at Iran) would certainly join the fray and

President Mahmoud Abbas, the Palestinians are not
interested in a resolution of the conflict or even in the
creation of a twenty-third Arab state. Their
unrelenting, stated mission is destruction of the
Jewish state and extermination of its inhabitants.
Neither does the conflict have to do with territory. The
Arab states occupy territory larger than the United
States including Alaska. Israel is the site of New Jersey.
Would the seething Arab-Muslim world finally lapse
into peace and contentment if they were to acquire this
tiny piece of land?
A Practical Solution to Resolve the Conflict Clearly,
Israel cannot agree to a "solution" that would
eventually lead to the end of the Jewish state and the
slaughter of its citiiens. Because the Palestinian
leadership refuses to negotiate peace and continues to
advocate conquest of the entire Holy Land, like it or
not, Israel must for security reasons remain in control
of the "West Bank." However, there's no reason that
even under today's current impasse that the
Palestinians should not have full autonomy—which
they almost have today—as an "unincorporated
territory." While the situation is not ideal, until the
Palestinians agree to full peace with Israel, providing
they do not resume terrorism, they could be welcomed
as partners in the Israeli economic system and should
be able to fully participate in Israel's commercial and
creative life. Even without statehood, in less than a
generation the Palestinians could become the most
advanced and prosperous people in the entire Arab
world-

Obviously the prospect of the Arabs having to wait longer for the launch of a Palestinian state will be painful for
them. But this is a price that must be paid if Palestinian leaders refuse to negotiate peace and cling to the futile
dream of conquering Israel. Israel has given its land in Caia to the Palestinians In the name of peace and receives
rockets in return. Israel has offered 97% of the West Bank and a Palestinian capital in East Jerusalem in the name
of peace and received rejection. It's time the Arabs acclimate to a status quo of their own making and take
advantage of living next to one of the most successful countries in the world. In any case they must accept that
their dream of Israel's annihilation will never be fulfilled.
THW ■
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BG football has severa
bowl game options

STEVHNSCHARD i THE KNEW

JORDOH CRAWFORD. BG point guard, drives to the rim against a Detroit defender Tuesday night at the Stroh Center Crawford led BG with 26 points

Crawford's 26 points lead
Falcons past Detroit, 70-65
Rw AUx
AIMW Rramnatliw
By
Krcmpasky
Assjstant Sports Editor

The Falcons premiered new black
uniforms as they defeated the
Detroit Titans 70-65 on Tuesday.
Senior Jordan Crawford recorded
a career-high 26 points against the
Titans, which includes five threepointers. The win brings BG's
record to 3-3 on the season.
The Falcons had a rough first half
on the offensive side. They had nine
turnovers, 10 player fouls and only
had three offensive turnovers. The
defensive side of the ball was more
efficient, only allowing Detroit
make 28.6 percent of their shots,
including no three-point shots.

■
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The second half was more successful on both sides of the ball
for the Falcons. BG hit 12 of 13 free
throws and made 45.8 percent of
their total shots on the game.
The second half was a back and
forth game," said head coach Louis
Orr. "The way we closed the game
out, I thought it helped build character and substance for us."
Though Crawford had a great
offensive game, the Titans silenced
senior A'uston Calhoun on Tuesday
night. He was only able to score
nine points and five rebounds during the game, which marks season
lows in both.
Junior Cameron Black and sophomore Richaun Holmes recorded

.-_..-__

more blocks than the whole Detroit
ream did during the game. Black had
three blocks and Holmes had two,
while Detroit only recorded four.
Tuesday's game marked the first
time in BG history that the men's
basketball team suited up in black
uniforms.
"They might've brought a little
fire to us," Crawford said." They got
us excited before the game."
The Falcons will be back at the
Stroh Center Saturday for the second game of a five-game home
stand. Their opponent will be
another team from the Horizon
League, the Youngstown State
Penguins. The game is slated for a
2 p.m. start.

At 8-4, BG is likely returning to
a bowl game for the first time
since 2009.
However, that likelihood is not
a 100 percent certainty, even with
eight wins. Since BG falls outside of the top-three in the MidAmerican Conference, it will not
have the security of making one
of the MAC's three guaranteed
bowl games: the Little Caesar's
Bowl in Detroit, the GoDaddy.
com Bowl in Mobile. Ala. or the
Famous Idaho Potato Bowl in
Boise, Idaho.
Fortunately for the Falcons,
the MAC has secondary bowl
agreements with five bowls In
the event that the particular
bowl's normal conference tie-in
is not bowl eligible, a MAC school
would likely be selected as the
replacement.
Those bowls are the New
Mexico Bowl — normally the No.
4 or 5 team in the Mountain West
vs. the No. 7 team in the PAC-12
— the Beef O'Brady Bowl — No.
6 Big East vs. No. 4 Conference
USA — the BBVA Compass Bowl
— No. 5 Big East vs. No. 8 or 9 SEC
— the Heart of Dallas Bowl — any
eligible Big 12 vs. No. 7 Big Ten —
and the Poinsettia Bowl — No. 2
Mountain West vs. any eligible
WAC or BYU.
Of those bowls, the New Mexico
Bowl, the Heart of Dallas and the
Poinsettia Bowl will be filled, as
there are enough bowl eligible
teams in the respective conferences. However, the other two
will need filling, as there are currently only four bowl eligible Big
East teams.
That leaves two potential spots
open for the Falcons: the Beef
O'Brady Bowl in St. Petersburg,
Fla. and the BBVA Compass Bowl
in Birmingham, Ala.
Either scenario would create
an intriguing matchup for BG.
In the Beef O'Brady Bowl, the
opponent would be either Rice or
SMU. The two tied for fourth in
Conference USA, but Rice would
hold the tiebreaker due to the
head-to-head win.
In the BBVA Compass Bowl,
the opponent would be either

Ole Miss, Mississippi State or
Vanderbilt. Mississippi State
and Vanderbilt tied for seventh
in the SEC, but did not play
each other this season. Ole
Miss finished ninth.
Another potential option is the
Military Bowl in Washington,
D.C. In past years, when the No.
8 ACC team was not eligible for
the game, the bowl took a MAC
school, such as Toledo this past
season. The reality of that bowl
will lie on this weekend's Georgia
Tech — Florida State game.
If Georgia Tech wins, there will
be eight bowl eligible ACC teams.
If it loses, the Yellow Jackets will
be 6-7 and will need to gain an
NCAA waiver to be bowl eligible. Since there are more than
enough bowl eligible teams, the
success of that waiver would be
in doubt.
One other thing that could
throw a wrench into things is
Kent State. If the Flashes defeat
Northern Illinois in the MAC
Championship game and then get
some help — meaning Stanford
dismantles UCLA in the PAC-12
title game — then Kent State will
make a BCS Bowl.
Yep, you heard that right. If
Kent State, currently No. 17 in the
BCS standings, cracks the top-16,
it will automatically qualify for a
BCS bowl by virtue of finishing
in front of the Big East champion
(which still hasn't been determined) in the BCS standings.
It would be the first time in the
history of the BCS that a school
from a non-automatic qualifying
conference made the BCS with a
loss on its record.
However, Kent State moving into the BCS would not likely affect BG in terms of bowls
with guaranteed MAC tie-ins, as
Northern Illinois, Toledo and Ball
State all finished ahead of the
Falcons in the MAC.
Disclaimer: Projecting bowl
games is confusingand not always
accurate. Just because this is how
things look to be lining up doesn't
mean it's how they go. There are
currently 73 bowl eligible teams
for 70 bowl slots, meaning there
is a chance — albeit small — that
BG is on the outside looking in on
the postseason.
But things are looking good for
BG to make a return trip to the
postseason.

BG women's basketball falls to Villanova, takes on Temple
By The BG News Sports Staff

The woman's basketball team
just can't get Philadelphia off their
brains as Temple travels to BG
Wednesday.
Temple is located in the
Philadelphia metropolitan area,
the same area as Villanova
whom the Falcons played just
five days ago.
The Falcons lost to the Wildcats
53-42 as part of the Lady Rebel
Round-Up in Las Vegas. The
team also lost to then 14th ranked
Purdue 59-45 and defeated UNLV
64-54 in the invitational.
This will be the third home
game of the season and will open
up a three game home stand for
the Falcons. The team is 3-2 so far
this early season.
Already the team is off to a
solid start and are really showing
it from the free-throw line. The
ability to force fouls and make the
free-throws are a reason why the
Falcons have kept all their losses
close, especially nationally ranked
Purdue. The Falcons have made 72
shots from the stripe so far which
is four more than the Falcons
opponents have even attempted.
Leading the way for the Falcons
has been Chrissy Steffen with
12.2 points per game. The senior
is also averaging 4.8 rebounds
and 1.8 assists. Steffen has been
the shot taker from behind the

three-point line as she has made
a team high nine three-pointers
this season.
Danielle Havel is the other
Falcon with double digit scoring.
Havel, a fifth-year senior, is averaging a even 10 points a game. She
leads the team in shot blocks with
just under one a game and is tied
for the lead with steals.
Temple, from the Atlantic-10
conference is 3-2 like the Falcons.
The Owls have defeated Montana,
Seton Hall and Northeastern while
dropping games against Nebraska
and Rutgers. The Owls are 1-1 on
the road.
The Owls leading scorer is
senior center Victoria Macaulay.
The six-foot-four shooter is averaging 15.2 points a game with 10
rebounds a game.
The match-up should prove
tough for both teams as the Owls
have struggled on offense but been
strong on defense much like the
Falcons. The Owls rely on specialist players like Macaulay while the
Falcons balance the play around
the starting five. Temple leads
all Atlantic-10 teams in field goal
percentage defense and second in
defensive rebounds.
This will be the third meeting
between the Falcons and the Owls
with Temple winning the most
recent 70-55 in 2008 at Temple.
The game is set for tip-off at 7 p.m.
with all kids admitted free.
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DANIELLE HAVEL. BG forward, plays the ball past a Central Michigan defender during the MAC Tournament semifinals this past season
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Do not be afraid to stand out, be different

I have a genuinely weird obsession with Sphynx cats.
In case you've never seen one,
they are hairless, have webbed
toes and extremely large eyes
and ears that can be quite startling. I lira appearance causes
both love and rejection.
No matter how many times
I show a picture of one of
these little beauties to a friend
or family member, I always
wait for their reaction, which
is generally distasteful to me.
Honestly, I know most people
don't like them; however, that
is not going to deter me from
adoring them and acquiring
one when I'm older.
As strange of a tale as that is,
the overall message should be
taken and applied to a more
serious topic.
I'm willing to stand up for my
love of a cat, yet some people
are incapable of standing up
for themselves and embracing
who they truly are.
life should be lived to the
best of your ability. It should
be lived in a way you enjoy.
Parading around as someone

THACKER
From Page 3
but also lead organizations
solely designed to place
undue pressure on the
legislators' decision about
specific issues.
One of the people who
have most influenced
the political system in
Washington over the last 25
years has never run for an
elected office. His name is
Grover Norquist and he is
the head of a group called
Americans for Tax Reform.
Norquist was asked by then
President Ronald Reagan to
form ATR to reduce government revenues as a percentage of the national gross
domestic product.
One of Norquist's more
successful endeavors as the
head of ATR has been to
pressure Republican legislators into signing the group's
Taxpayer Protection Pledge,
which states that those
who sign it pledge to "One,
oppose any and all efforts
to increase the marginal
income tax rates for individuals and/or businesses; and
two, oppose any net reduction or elimination of deductions and credits, unless
matched dollar for dollar by
further reducing tax rates."
Signing a pledge such as
this should disqualify you
from holding elected office. If
you have signed this pledge,
then it would seem to me that
you have already sworn an
oath that you would consider
to be a higher priority than
the oath that you swear upon
your inauguration; to uphold
the Constitution and represent those who elected you.
And it is not as if only a few
legislators have signed this

you aren't is not an engaging
way to live.
As previously stated in
another article, I sincerely want
you to be yourself and show
your true colors.
Parents, grandparents and
other members of your family
and dose circle of friends may
have a view of who they want
you to be, but is it the view you
have for yourself? If it is, great.
Keep it up.
Nevertheless, some of you
do not wish to be the person
everyone else wants you to be.
Break away from their expectations and standards and be
who you want The people who
really love you will support and
accept you for who you are, no
matter who that person turns
out to be. It's like the previous
example: Not everyone will
approve of what you choose,
but the good individuals wiD
accept it and move on.
Of course, others' opinions
matter to a certain degree; these
opinions should not dominate
your life, though
Occasionally, there will be
a point in time when you will
have to "break away from
the crowd" and do what you
need to do to make yourself
happy. These decisions may
not be easy, but they definitely create a big difference

in the level of how happy you
are (truly happy — not that
fake happy-sappy junk).
When I transferred high
schools, it was a drastic
change. I moved states, for
Pete's sake. It was one of the
most difficult decisions I have
ever made, yet it allowed me
to grow into the person I am
today. I love that person and
am very proud of who she is.
This is why I encourage
you to do what you need
to do, within reason, in
order to attain any semblance of pure, unadulterated happiness possible.
Similarly, personality plays
a big role in the person that
you are. Having an eccentric
personality and stowing it
away makes one just as guilty
as someone who has a passive personality and attempts
to be aggressive and showy.
Most people's personalities are
phenomenal when they allow
them to take hold and stop acting thoughtlessly.
There is no time that I can
think of. honestly, that would
be tolerable of wearing a fake
personality.
Your personality is part of
who you are — denying that
is negating part of yourself.
Wear your personality on your
sleeves and love who it creates.

pledge. Before the elections
earlier this month, 238 of 242
Republicans in the House of
Representatives and 41 of 47
Republicans in the Senate
had signed this pledge. That
amounts to about 95 percent
of all Republicans in the U.S.
Congress.
And Norquist is not one
to just let it slide if someone
who has signed his pledge
decides later to change his or
her mind.
For proof of that all you
need to do is watch the news.
Since the election went
the way it did (now that
most provisional ballots
have been counted the numbers show that Republican
nominee Mitt Romney only
received about 47 percent of
the national vote), and the
fact that new across-theboard spending cuts are
set to take effect in January
(across-the-board meaning
that the cuts will apply to
programs viewed as essential to both Republicans and
Democrats) some congressional Republicans are starting to show signs of backpedaling on their ATR pledge
(Hallelujah!), and Norquist

"Since the election
went the way it did...
some concessional
Republicans
are starting to
show signs of
backpedaling on
their ATR pledge..."
has begun chastising them
through the media.
Norquist says that conservatives will not forget
(during the next election)
any Republican who breaks
his or her pledge to never
raise taxes.
I hope that is true, but
instead of holding it against
them I hope that voters will
remember the members of
Congress — on both sides —
who were willing to negotiate
and compromise with their
opposition for the good of
their country.

Respond to Matthew at
thenews@bgnews.com
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There is no need to be ashamed
of it or envious of another's
traits; people will be more apt
to embrace you if you are being
yourself.
Some of your best friends will
be made based on personality
traits, even if they don't coincide
faultlessly.
My best friend and 1 have
very similar dispositions: we
are both outgoing, eccentric,
charismatic and have very
high energy levels. However,
we have some key variances
and that's OK.
I can have a very passive,
subdued side where he can be
dominant and over-the-top.
The similarities in our friendship are what created the
bound, while the differences
challenge us and require us to
stand firm in who we are.
Friends are an excellent way
to learn your true personality;
they will aid you and test you
Accept who are you and
please don't be afraid to stand
out. Your actions and personality will reflect on the individual you wish to grow into
or remain.
The thing I want to leave you
with is this: Be yourself.
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From Page 3
and the alternative treats
will give you a healthier
source of energy.
When your day is so packed
that you don't have time to
spare for a break, make use
of what time you have on
the way to work and class.
On your walk to campus, listen to a song or two that is
relaxing or motivating to you.
Concentrate only on how the
song makes you feel and >ts
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guessing or math involved.
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Create and solve your
Sudoku puzzles for FREE.
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rUnC
lyrics. Instant pick-me-up.
Budget your time effectively.
Mark up a calender or to-do list
with assignments, exams and
other things you must complete on the day they're due.
Plan ahead for what must be
done on what day and by what
time. Physicatty planning your
next three weeks in advance
will keep you on track and
show that you can climb this
mountain of work in small
steps each day.
Cross off your to-do items
on your list or calender as you
finish them. It seems like too

small a thing to make a difference, but when you can
actually see your progress and
countdown the days that are
left in the semester, you'll recognize th:' you can and will
make it to the end
And finally, keep your eye
on the prize: Winter Break. The
end of the semester is right
around the comer.
Have faith in yourself and
know it/11 be here soon.

Respond to Emily at
thenews@bgnews.com

You deserve a factual look at...

The nest Practical Solution to tho
Israeli-Palestinian Conflict
Can the two current proposed solutions bring peace to the region?
A persistent mantra maintains that only two possible solutions exist to the seemingly intractable, centuries-old
conflict between Arabs and Jews in the Holy Land. But is that really true... or is there a more sensible alternative?

What ire the facts?

assist in the final destruction of the beleaguered and
helpless Jewish state.
The "One-State Solution." Some commentators
Which Solution Should Israel Choose? Its clear that
advocate a one-state solution, in which Jews and Arabs
neither the one-state solution nor the vaunted twowould be joined in one state, with all inhabitants
state solution would resolve the region's issues. How
having the same citizenship - call it Israeli or
then should Israelis respond to the demand that they
Palestinian. But such a "solution." as most observers
choose
either of these "solutions"? In fact they need
know, is totally unacceptable to the Jewish population.
choose neither. Those who insist that they choose
Given the murderous hate expressed daily in state—^____—_ between
those
two
controlled Palestinian media ^^^^^
"solutions" either don't fully
toward Jews, this would be a
"How
then
should
Israelis
understand the problem ...
recipe for a second
Holocaust. Within one respond to the demand that they or they oppose Israel's
continued
existence.
generation, Arabs, with their choose either of these 'solutions'?
The reality is that.
high birth rate and
inevitable immigration from In fact they need choose neither." according to virtually every'
abroad, would be a majority. ~"~^MMIM*^—■-MMJMMH■MMMMMM Palestinian leader, including
President Mahmoud Abbas, the Palestinians are not
They would unleash a civil war that would make the
interested in a resolution of the conflict or even in the
Lebanese and the Syrian wars seem like child's play.
creation of a twenty-third Arab state. Their
With more than half the world's Jews now living in
unrelenting, stated mission is destruction of the
Israel, Adolf Hitler's most fervent genocidal wish would
Jewish state and extermination of its inhabitants.
finally be fulfilled.
Neither does the conflict have to do with territory. The
The Two-State Solution." This second solution is
Arab states occupy territory larger than the United
favored by much of the world, including the U. S.
Stales including Alaska. Israel is the size of New Jersey.
government. But this solution is not much better than
Would the seething Arab-Muslim world finally lapse
one state and almost as unacceptable to those who
into peace and contentment if they were lo acquire this
support the welfare and future of the Jewish state. The
tiny piece of land?
example of Gaza is instructive. In order to advance
A Practical Solution to Resolve the Conflict. Clearly.
peace and appease world opinion, Prime Minister Ariel
Israel cannot agree to a "solution" that would
Sharon abandoned Gaza with no reciprocal agreement
eventually lead to the end of the Jewish state and the
from the Palestinians. All Jewish inhabitants, most
slaughter of its citizens. Because the Palestinian
living there for generations, were expelled from their
leadership refuses to negotiate peace and continues to
homes by Israel and resettled in "Israel proper." What
advocate conquest of the entire Holy Land, like it or
reward, what thanks did Israel get for its generous
not. Israel must for security reasons remain in control
gesture? Today, almost daily bombardments by deadly
of the "West Bank." However, there's no reason that
Hamas rockets force up to one million Israel civilians
even under today's current impasse that the
into bomb shelters. Israel's forbearance to these
Palestinians should not have full autonomy—which
affronts is almost unbelievable. One can imagine how
they almost have today—as an "unincorporated
our country would respond if Mexico were to launch
territory." While the situation is not ideal, until the
hundreds of rockets on San Diego. Thus it's easy to
foresee what would happen if, under a "two-state
Palestinians agree to full peace with Israel, providing
they do not resume terrorism, they could be welcomed
solution." Israel were to abandon JudeVSamaria (the
as partners in the Israeli economic system and should
"West Bank"). Israel would surely suffer daily rocket
assaults on its population centers—Tel Aviv, its
be able to fully participate in Israel's commercial and
creative life. Even without statehood, in less than a
international airport, its industrial heartland and its
generation the Palestinians could become the most
military installations. Life would become impossible,
advanced and prosperous people in the entire Arab
The surrounding Arab states and Muslim countries
world.
beyond (such as Irani would certainly join the fray and
Obviously the prospect of the Arabs having to wait longer for the launch of a Palestinian state will be painful for
them. But this is a price that must be paid if Palestinian leaders refuse to negotiate peace and cling to the futile
dream of conquering Israel. Israel has given its land in Caza to the Palestinians in the name of peace and receives
rockets in return. Israel has offered 97% of the West Bank and a Palestinian capital in East Jerusalem in the name
of peace and received rejection. It's time the Arabs acclimate to a status quo of their own making and take
advantage of living next to one of the most successful countries in the world. In any case they must accept that
their dream of Israel's annihilation will never be fulfilled.
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Respond to lydia at
thenews@bgnews.com
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BG football has severa
bowl game options

SIEVIN ECH»RD
JORDON CRAWFORD BG point guaid. drives to the tan against a Detroit defender Tuesday night at the Stroh Center Crawford led BG with 26 points.

Crawford's 26 points lead
Falcons past Detroit, 70-65
Ru
ilii Krempasky
Knmnif «v
By Al«x
Assistant Sports Editor

The Falcons premiered new black
uniforms as Ihey defeated Ihe
Detroit Titans 70-65 on Tuesday.
Senior lordan Crawford recorded
a career-high 26 points against the
Titans, which includes five threepointers. The win brings BG's
record to 3-3 on the season.
The Falcons had a rough first half
on the offensive side. They had nine
turnovers, 10 player fouls and only
had three offensive turnovers. The
defensive side of the ball was more
efficient, only allowing Detroit
make 28.6 percent of their shots,
including no three-point shots.
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The second half was more successful on both sides of the ball
for the Falcons. B(i hit 12 of 13 free
throws and made 45.8 percent of
their total shots on the game.
"The second half was a back and
forth game." said head coach Louis
Orr. "The way we closed the game
out, I thought it helped build character and substance for us."
Though Crawford had a great
offensive game, the Titans silenced
senior A'uston Calhoun on Tuesday
night. He was only able to score
nine points and five rebounds during the game, which marks season
lows in both.
Junior Cameron Black and sophomore Richaun Holmes recorded

»

more blocks than the whole Detroit
team did during the game. Black hud
three blocks and 1 lolmes had two.
while Detroit only recorded four.
Tuesday's game marked the first
time in BG history that the men's
basketball team suited up in black
uniforms.
"They might've brought a little
fire to us," Crawford said." They got
us excited before the game."
The Falcons will be back at the
Stroh Center Saturday for the second game of a five-game home
stand. Their opponent will be
another team from the Horizon
League, the Youngstown State
Penguins. The game is slated for a
2 p.m. start.

Ole Miss, Mississippi State or
Vanderbilt. Mississippi State
and Vanderbilt tied for seventh
in the SEC, but did not play
each other this season. Ole
Miss finished ninth.
Another potential option is the
At 8-4, BG is likely returning to
a bowl game for the first time Military Bowl in Washington,
D.C. In past years, when the No.
since 2009.
However, that likelihood is not 8 ACC team was not eligible for
a 100 percent certainty, even with the game, the bowl took a MAC
eight wins. Since BG falls out- school, such as Toledo this past
side of the top-three in the Mid- season. The reality of that bowl
American Conference, it will not will lie on this weekend's Georgia
have the security of making one Tech — Florida State game.
of the MAC's three guaranteed
If Cieorgia Tech wins, there will
bowl games: the Little Caesar's be eight bowl eligible ACC teams.
Bowl in Detroit, the GoDaddy. If it loses, the Yellow lackets will
com Bowl in Mobile, Ala. or the be 6-7 and will need to gain an
Famous Idaho Potato Bowl in NCAA waiver to be bowl eligiBoise, Idaho.
ble. Since there are more than
Fortunately for the Falcons, enough bowl eligible teams, the
the MAC has secondary bowl success of that waiver would be
agreements with five bowls In in doubt.
the event that the particular
One other thing that could
bowl's normal conference tie-in throw a wrench into things is
is not bowl eligible, a MAC school Kent State. If the Flashes defeat
would likely be selected as the Northern Illinois in the MAC
Championship game and then get
replacement.
Those bowls are the New some help — meaning Stanford
Mexico Bowl — normally the No. dismantles UCLA in the PAC-12
4 or 5 team in the Mountain West title game — then Kent State will
vs. the No. 7 team in the PAC-12 make a BCS Bowl.
Yep, you heard that right. If
— the Beef O'Brady Bowl — No.
6 Big East vs. No. 4 Conference Kent State, currently No. 17 in the
USA — the BBVA Compass Bowl BCS standings, cracks the top-16,
— No. 5 Big East vs. No. 8 or 9 SEC it will automatically qualify for a
— the Heart of Dallas Bowl — any BCS bowl by virtue of finishing
eligible Big 12 vs. No. 7 Big Ten — in front of the Big East champion
and the Poinsettia Bowl — No. 2 (which still hasn't been deterMountain West vs. any eligible mined) in the BCS standings.
It would be the first time in the
WAC or BYU.
Of those bowls, the New Mexico history of the BCS that a school
Bowl, the Heart of Dallas and the from a non-automatic qualifying
Poinsettia Bowl will be filled, as conference made the BCS with a
there are enough bowl eligible loss on its record.
However, Kent State movteams in the respective conferences. However, the other two ing into the BCS would not likewill need filling, as there are cur- ly affect Bti in terms of bowls
rently only four bowl eligible Big with guaranteed MAC tie-ins, as
Northern Illinois, Toledo and Ball
East teams.
That leaves two potential spots State all finished ahead of the
open for the Falcons: the Beef Falcons in the MAC.
Disclaimer: Projecting bowl
O'Brady Bowl in St. Petersburg,
T'la. and the BBVA Compass Bowl games is confusing and not always
accurate. Just because this is how
in Birmingham, Ala.
Either scenario would create things look to be lining up doesn't
an intriguing matchup for BG. mean it's how they go. There are
In the Beef O'Brady Bowl, the currently 73 bowl eligible teams
opponent would be either Rice or for 70 bowl slots, meaning there
SMU. The two tied for fourth in is a chance — albeit small — that
Conference USA, but Rice would BG is on the outside looking in on
hold the tiebreaker due to the the postseason.
But things are looking good for
head-to-head win.
In the BBVA Compass Bowl, BG to make a return trip to the
the opponent would be either postseason.

BG women's basketball falls to Villanova, takes on Temple
By The BG News Sports Staff

The woman's basketball team
just can't get Philadelphia off their
brains as Temple travels to BG
Wednesday.
Temple is located in the
Philadelphia metropolitan area,
the same area as Villanova
whom the Falcons played just
five days ago.
The Falcons lost to the Wildcats
53-42 as part of the Lady Rebel
Round-Up in Las Vegas. The
team also lost to then 14th ranked
Purdue 59-45 and defeated UNLV
64-54 in the invitational.
This will be the third home
game of the season and will open
up a three game home stand for
the Falcons. The team is 3-2 so far
this early season.
Already the team is off to a
solid start and are really showing
it from the free-throw line. The
ability to force fouls and make the
free-throws are a reason why the
Falcons have kept all their losses
close, especially nationally ranked
Purdue. The Falcons have made 72
shots from the stripe so far which
is four more than the Falcons
opponents have even attempted.
Leading the way for the Falcons
has been Chrissy Steffen with
12.2 points per game. The senior
is also averaging 4.8 rebounds
and 1.8 assists. Steffen has been
the shot taker from behind the

three-point line as she has made
a team high nine three-pointers
this season.
Danielle Havel is the other
Falcon with double digit scoring.
Havel, a fifth-year senior, is averaging a even 10 points a game. She
leads the team in shot blocks with
just under one a game and is tied
for the lead with steals.
Temple, from the Atlantic-10
conference is 3-2 like the Falcons.
The Owls have defeated Montana,
Seton I lall and Northeastern while
dropping games against Nebraska
and Rutgers. The Owls are 1-1 on
the road.
The Owls leading scorer is
senior center Victoria Macaulay.
The six-foot-four shooter is averaging 15.2 points a game with 10
rebounds a game.
The match-up should prove
tough for both teams as the Owls
have struggled on offense but been
strong on defense much like the
Falcons. The Owls rely on specialist players like Macaulay while the
Falcons balance the play around
the starting five. Temple leads
all Atlantic-10 teams in field goal
percentage defense and second in
defensive rebounds.
This will be the third meeting
between the Falcons and the Owls
with Temple winning the most
recent 70-55 in 2008 at Temple.
The game is set for tip-off at 7 p.m.
with all kids admitted free.

Flit PHOTO
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DANIELLE HAVEL 3G forward, plays the ball past a Central Michigan defender during the MAC Tournament semifinals this past season
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ACROSS
1 Mar. parade honoree
6 Switch tor frequency choices
10 Cheep source
14"... _ / By any other name ...":
Juliet
15 Room in la casa
16 Ancient Peruvian
17 Military strategy
19 Tennis great Steffi
20 Bar mitzvah, for one
21 Wife, to a humble husband
23 Old Roman road
24 Like an ill-mannered kid

25 "Wow"
26
28
30
31
37
36
40
43

Like Leif Ericson
It happens
_ gratia artis: MGM motto
Made a haunted house sound
Brainchild
Final unpleasant moment
Folk singer Guthrie
Canned cooking tuel

44
47
49
51
52
58
59
61

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

TV's teenage witch
Mutineer
Earthenware makers
Autumn bloomers
_ Aviv
In accordance with
Mediterranean island country
8 Scruggs's bluegrass partner
9 Impressionist Edouard
10 At hand
11 Really angry
40 University in
12 Like triangles with
Tuscaloosa
unequal sides
41 1987 title law-enforc13 Crisp fabric
ing cyborg
18 Tidal movement
22 Ham sandwich choice 42 Buffing results
27 Brit recording giant
44 Bringing up
45 Che Guevara's first
29 Kid-_: tots' TV proname
gramming
46 Box office smash
32 NFL fifth periods
48
That,
In Tijuana
33 ABA member
50 Word with Joe's or
34 Michelle Obama _
Vic's
Robinson
53 Fireplace bit
35 Mess up
54 Get away from
36 Place for thieves
55 Protest on the floor
38 Sox from Mass.
56 Tossed in a chip
39 Refusals
57 Little, like laddies
60 Daly of 'Cagney &
Lacey"
64 Vlctrola company

Sleep stage letters
No-goodnik
Icy look, perhaps
Tummy muscles
Playground apparatus for two
Phone sound
Net profit or loss
Sailing, say

ANSWERS

62 _-deucy

1 0 D U
1 1 N 1

63 Rectangular server with a dulledged knife
65 Eve's opposite
66 Songstress Adams
67 Prefix meaning "hundred'
68 Church recess
69 Tear to bits
70 Specialized idiom
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on campus to find recyclable items. Net Impact helps the trash audit in the Union Oval Tuesday to raise awareness about recycling.
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JANELLE HORSTMAN. |umof. and chief sustainabilily officer of Net Impact, sorts through trash gathered from various places
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UNDERAGE

From Page 2

problems with people
sneaking in, Gibson said.
"We don't really have
a problem with people
sneaking in because we
only have one entrance
and it's staffed by a
bouncer and a door girl,"
Gibson said.
Other bars use other
preventative measures.
Cla-Zel not only checks
IDs, it uses a stamp system to prevent underage
patrons from drinking,
said Banan Alkilani, general manager of Cla-Zel.
"We have a stamp system for over and under,"
Alkilani said. "We have
quite a bit of our staff
security walking around
and making sure that
everybody is having a
good, safe environment as
well as underagers are not
drinking."
Both Beckett's and
Tubby's Tavern mark the
hands of underagers and
bartenders are required
to check every ID when
someone orders alcohol,

said Mason and Gibson.
Mason, Gibson, Alkilani,
Burkle and Gallagher all
said they have confiscated
fake IDs.
There's a few ways you
can tell an ID is not real,
Gibson said.
"Sometimes the picture, obviously somebody
would be using somebody
else's ID, or other people
have gone online and
purchased IDs and the
background of the picture doesn't match up,"
he said.
Mason said she compares the height and
weight and if it doesn't
seem to match up she will
ask for another form of
identification to match the
names.
Alkilani said they check
the color and picture.
Most of the bars have
confiscated fake IDs, and
some won't get past the
door.
"A lot of the times they'll
just get turned away at the
door, we won't even let
them in," Gibson said.
Gallagher said Nate and
Wally's confiscates about
20 fake IDs a month.

"We have quite a bit
of our staff security
walking around

Center/1 SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT $er/1/1
TanningCenterBG.com
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993 S Main I 419-353-8826
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For Rent

For Rent

and making sure
that everybody is
having a good safe
environment as well
as underagers are
not drinking."
Banan Alkilani | General Manger

If caught drinking,
both Tubby's Tavern and
Cla-Zel confiscate the
drinks from the underage
patrons and give warnings before asking them
to leave, Gibson and
Alkilani said.
Beckett's confiscates
drinks as well, Mason said.
However
for
both
Nate and Wally's and
Downtown, no warnings
are given, Gallagher and
Burkle said.
"No
warning.
It's
breaking the law. The
bar can get in trouble,"
Burkle said.

Furn. rooms, freedom of house.
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, $250/mo
w/$100 dep. Call 419-354-6117.

1 room studio, shared bath. (urn.
Avail June 15th! $275/mo + elec.
Call 419-601-3225.

Classified Ads

419-372-0328
Ihe BG New-, will nut knuwingty
accept advert 1 sf 11 it'tiK IIL.U discriininau\ nr encmiragp disrriminnilon
against aiiv individual or group on
the oasis 01 rtCC sex, color, creed,
nUgloa national origin, sexual orlenlaiion, disability, status as a veieran,
or on ihe basis of any oilier k-gally
protected status.
Hie BG News reserves (he right to
decline, discontinue or revise am
.idveriiM iiii'iii lUCfa as ihtrse tound
to be defamatory, lacking in l.n lua!
basis, misleading or false in nature. All
advertisements are subject 10 editing
and approval

Help Wanted

Bartending up to $3007day.
No exp. needed, training avail.
call 800-965-6520x174

For Rent

'2013-14 Houses next to campus
3 unrelated allowed on lease
Cartyrentals.com 419 5353-0325

2 S 3 BR apts 8 townhouses.
Scott Hamilton, 4th & 5th Sts.
Avail May S Aug 2013.
419-409-1110 or 419-352-4456
www.rutterdudleyrentals com

3 BR house for rent, avail Aug,
W/D, AC, fenced yard,near campus 1 dog OK 419-494-3844.

Shamrock Studios
Leasing for spring semester and
beyond starting at $425, includes:
all util, cable, fully furnished, WiFi,
cats allowed, call 354-0070 or
ShamrockBG.com
Very nice house, legal for 7, Avail.
Aug 2013.1/2 blk. from Founders
419-352-6992 or 419-601-2442

3 room efficiency, furnished,
S350/mo. available August 15th.
120 Reed St Call 419-601-3225
31 Elm St-4 8R, 1 1/2bath,
deck, garage. W/D. avail next SY
Please call 419-305-5987

•THURSDAY*

Prime Rib
$14.9*

■HOUKl

3BR house. 836A Third St
Avail August 15,
Call 419-601-3225.
Houses & Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F
www.BGApartments.com
HOUSES close to campus!
Now renting 2013-2014 leases.
Frobose Rentals - 419-352-6064
wwwfroboserentals.com

Roommates needed to share furn
house close to campus, flex lease
option. $350/mo. utilities incl.
Call Brad at 419-308-7763.

"163 S. Main
BOWLING GREEN
419.353.2277
www.sambs.com
WE DELIVER.

352-SAMB

Great Selection ■ Close to Campus ■ Better Prices

without reqrets

sTtrawm 1
F, FRIENDLY &|

FOR RENT

..JOHN

NEWLOVE

Many units within walking
distance to campus
Efficiencies, l Bedrooms
& 2 Bedroom Apts
■ Water, sewer, & trash are
Included with most units
Great selection ot
Houses & Apartments
Complete Rental Listing
available on-line and
in Rental Office

Wtol Sitate. Ittc.

319 E. WOOSTER ST.

BOWLING GREEN

419-354-2260
Discover where you'll study
abroad at usac.unr.edu
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Buying that Gift for
Your Significant Other!
By Jake Amstel and Kelsey Rentner

With the holiday season in
full swing, our wallets are
getting thinner. We start
by buying mom the scarf, dad the
sports tee-shirt and our siblings
some DVDs.
Then the big struggle is figuring
out what to buy our significant
other. It can't be the same as last
year, cannot be cheap, and has to
show that we care enough about
the individual that we did not slop
something together last minute.
Ladies, it's hard to be original,
but here are some ideas to guide
you through the holiday season.
Tickets to a sporting event for
his favorite team are a gift (hat
will win his heart forever. You look
more attractive in his favorite
team's jersey than you do when
going out on a date to a fancy
restaurant. If he is a Cleveland

relationship. And in Bowling Green
you have Klevers Jewelry Store,
1039 Haskins Road, one of the
oldest businesses in the city; and
in downtown Bowling Green Mills
lewelry and Waddington jewelers
and Engraving, all good shops to
start your jewelry expedition. Do
not be a hero, men. Ask the sales
associate for the best jewelry to
accessorize your girlfriend.

It cannot be the same as last year,
cannot be cheap, and has to show
that we care enough about the
individual that we did not slop
something together last minute.
Browns fan, then save some money
and take him to a hometown high
school game to watch the same
sports with a personal connection.
If he is always late, consider
giving him a watch so he has no
excuse to be late to your three
month, three week and four-day
anniversary dinner. Being the
typical poor college students,

we know that Casio is a brand of
watches that are nice looking and
affordable. While the timepiece
keeps your man prompt, it also
gives him a sophisticated and
classy look, sort of like lames Bond.
If you do not want to get the
boot from your man, stay away
from giving him his most desired
videogame. If you get him a

videogame you might as well give
him another girl to date instead of
you. That videogame will consume
his life and turn your boy toy into
something unrecognizable.
And now gentlemen, it's time
for you to redeem yourself from
the last bad gift that you gave her.
Give her jewelry. It shows that you
care and are committed to the

El PATRON
Spend $30,
Get $7 off your bill.
MUST PRESENT THIS AD TO REDEEM OFFE

HOURS: M.-Th. lla-9:3Qi
F.-Sat. lla-10p|
Sun. lla-9p
1096 N. Main St.-419-353-

NES
WARGARITAS
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When
shopping for that
perfect gift, keep
in mind to keep it
simple. Do not
go overboard
with gifts.
Another idea is to show your
creative side. Find the cutest
picture of your girlfriend and
yourself and put it in a handdecorated picture frame. Ben
Franklin Crafts in downtown
Bowling Green gives a variety of
picture frames and decorations.
Any craft item you need, they will
have it. By giving her a hand-made
gift, you can show your sentimental
side, which could possibly earn you
bonus points.
To avoid any conflict, we
recommend staying away from
perfume. The last thing a woman
wants to think is that she smells
bad. Also, she probably already has
a certain scent that she likes. Guys
have no grounds on judging scents
when they have contests on whose
bodily gases smell worse.
When shopping for that perfect
gift, keep in mind to keep it simple.
Do not go overboard with gifts.
Keep to the budget so you don't
spend your life savings on simple
gifts, when it could be wasted on
something important. Lovers,
let's make this holiday season a
memorable one. *
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SHOP DOWNTOWN BG!
Locally owned shops offer unique gifts for everyone!
IYDANAEKING

When some people do their
holiday shopping, their first thought
may be to visit the large shopping
malls or shopping centers in the area.
Often overlooked are the smaller,
locally owned stores in Bowling
Green. But a walk down Main Street of
Bowling Green shows scores of local
stores that offer unique items that
won't be found in many other places.
"We have stuff you're just not
going to see anywhere else," said Amy
Craft Ahrens, owner of For Keeps on
Main Street. "It's all the things that
make you smile"
If you're shopping on a budget,
local stores might be the best place to
shop, as they are close-by and offer
items for almost any budget
"We're very cognizant of the
fact that budgets are very tight," said
Maryann Gibson, owner of the Flower
Basket "You'll get the best price for
your money"
Shopping focal also gives people
the opportunity to support the
community.

"We have locally-made
products," said Carmen Smith, store
clerk at the Happy Badger. "It would
directly benefit someone you meet on
the streetMany local stores offer a large
selection to holiday shoppers.
"We have a wide variety in
both prices and selection," said Ben
Waddington, owner ofWaddington
lewelers and Engraving.
Stores like For Keeps, the Flower
Basket the Happy Badger, Finders
Records and Waddington lewelers
offer holiday gifts at a price that will
satisfy any budget.
For Keeps offers a wide range
of seasonal gifts and decorations
for several different prices. If you're
looking for something for a co-worker,
a good gift might be products from
The Naked Bee company, which
offers organic lotions and lip balms
for around $3.50 to $15, Craft Ahrens
said.
Another great gift, is the dammit
doll, Craft Ahrens said. The dammit
doll is a stuffed doll with a poem on it

Stores like For Keeps, the Flower Basket,
the Happy Badger, Finders Records and
Waddington Jewelers offer holiday gifts at a
price that will satisfy any budget
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it's meant for users to grab and slam
against the wall as they yell "dammit
dammit, dammit" Craft Ahrens said.
The dolls are good stress relievers, and
the holidays stress everyone out, she
said. The dolls sell for $12.99.
"It's one of my favorite things that
you can give to anyone," she said. "We
sell a lot of them."
The store also offers special deals
each weekend. Craft Ahrens said.
"A bouquet of flowers is always
perfect no matter what" Gibson said.
But the Flower Basket doesn't just offer
flower arrangements; they also have
home decor items that can be given
as gifts.
For $25 and up, the store offers
ivy rings, which an-living wreaths.
Gibson said
The store also offers teddy bears
and snowmen for around $20 and
great personal service.
"Well help you put together
something that's neat and fun and
different" Gibson said "We'll wrap it
up for you and make sure to take off
the price tag."
The Happy Badger offers
an assortment of items that are
environmentally friendly, organic, allnatural and fair trade. Several of their
items are also made in the United
States and in Bowling Green.

Wads lor bracelets.
j**y watches

f*que
Speddoder
Sow*raw«jHneie

For around $ 10, the store offers
hand knit gtoves and grocery items,
such as specialty bread For a little
more money, customers can purchase
tapestries and cakes or whole pies.
Finders Records, located on Main
Street offers records, CDs, DVDs,
t-shirts, mugs and box sets.
The store offers has box sets of
records, CDs and DVDs that range in
price from $100 to around $200.
For less than $20, the store
provides cleaning accessories for CDs
and DVDs, said Greg Halamay, owner
of Finders.
"Whatever price category you
have, we have something to fit that
price category," Halamay said
Cherie O bracelets, the
equivalent of a Pandora bracelet are
popular, so if you've had your eye on
one for someone special, head over to
Waddington lewelers on Main Street
Waddington has falcon beads
available for the bracelets.
The store does all the work in the
store and offers sterling silver
earrings, pendants and bracelets for
approximately $100.
"We have jelly watches for $20 and
two carat diamonds for $20,000 and
everything in between," Waddington
said*

Shopping local also gives

people the opportunity to
support the community.
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Buying that Gift for
Your Significant Other!
By Jake Amstel and Kelsey Rentner
With the holiday season in
full swing, our walleis are
getting thinner. We start
by buying mom the scarf, dad the
sports tee-shirt and our siblings
some DVDs,
Then the big struggle is figuring
out what to buy our significant
other. It can't be the same as last
year, cannot be cheap, and has to
show that we care enough about
the individual that we did not slop
something together last minute.
Indies, it's hard to be original,
but here are some ideas to guide
you through the holiday season.
Tickets to a sporting event for
his favorite team are a gift that
will win his heart forever. You look
more attractive in his favorite
team's jersey than you do when
going out on a date to a fancy
restaurant. If he is a Cleveland

relationship. And in Bowling Green
you have Klevers Jewelry Store,
1039 llaskins Road, one of the
oldest businesses in the city; and
in downtown Bowling Green Mills
lewelry and Waddington lewelers
and F.ngraving, all good shops to
start your jewelry expedition. Do
not be a hero, men. Ask the sales
associate for the best jewelry to
accessorize your girlfriend.

It cannot be the same as last year,
cannot be cheap, and has to show

When

that we care enough about the
individual that we did not slop
something together last minute.
Browns fan, then save some money
and take him to a hometown high
school game to watch the same
sports with a personal connection.
If he is always late, consider
giving him a watch so he has no
excuse to he late to your three
month, three week and four-day
anniversary dinner. Being the
typical poor college students.

we know that Casio is a brand of
watches that are nice looking and
affordable. While the timepiece
keeps your man prompt, it also
gives him a sophisticated and
classy look, sort of like lames Bond.
If you do not want to get the
boot from your man, slay away
from giving him his most desired
videogame. If you get him a

videogame you might as well give
him another girl to date instead of
you. That videogame will consume
his life and turn your boy toy into
something unrecognizable.
And now gentlemen, it's time
for you lo redeem yourself from
the last bad gift that you gave her.
Give her jewelry. It shows that you
care and are committed to the

El, PATRON
: Spend $30,
Get $7 off your bill.
H0UR!:M.-Th. lla-9:3
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shopping for that
perfect gift, keep
in mind to keep it
simple. Do not
go overboard
with gifts.
Another idea is to show your
creative side. Find the cutest
picture of your girlfriend and
yourself and put it in a handdecorated picture frame. Ben
Franklin Crafts in downtown
Bowling Green gives a variety of
picture frames and decorations.
Any craft item you need, they will
have it. By giving her a hand-made
gift, you can show your sentimental
side, which could possibly cam you
bonus points.
To avoid any conflict, we
recommend staying away from
perfume. The last thing a woman
wants to think is that she smells
bad. Also, she probably already has
a certain scent that she likes. Guys
have no grounds on judging scents
when they have contests on whose
bodily gases smell worse.
When shopping for that perfect
gift, keep in mind to keep it simple.
Do not go overboard with gifts.
Keep to the budget so you don't
spend your life savings on simple
gifts, when it could be wasted on
something important, levers,
let's make this holiday season a
memorable one. *
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SHOP DOWNTOWN BG!
Locally owned shops offer unique gifts for everyone!
BYDANAEKING
When some people do their
holiday shopping, their first thought
may be to visit the large shopping
malls or shopping centers in the area.
Often overlooked are the smaller,
locally owned stores in Bowling
Green. But a walk down Main Street of
Bowling Green shows scores of local
stores that offer unique items that
won't be found in many other places.
"We have stuff you're just not
going to see anywhere else," said Amy
Craft Ahrens, owner of For Keeps on
Main Street. "It's all the things that
make you smile."
If you're shopping on a budget,
local stores might be the best place to
shop, as they are close-by and offer
items for almost any budget
"We're very cognizant of the
fact that budgets are very light," said
Maryann Gibson, owner of the Flower
Basket. "You'll get the best price for
your money."
Shopping local also gives people
the opportunity to support the
community.

"We have locally-made
products," said Carmen Smith, store
clerk at the Happy Badger. "It would
directly benefit someone you meet on
the street"
Many local stores offer a large
selection to holiday shoppers.
"We have a wide variety in
both prices and selection," said Ben
Waddington, owner ofWaddington
lewclers and Engraving.
Stores like For Keeps, the Flower
Basket, the Happy Badger, Finders
Records and Waddington Jewelers
offer holiday gifts at a price that will
satisfy any budget.
For Keeps offers a wide range
of seasonal gifts and decorations
for several different prices. If you're
looking for something for a co-worker,
a good gift might be products from
The Naked Bee company, which
offers organic lotions and lip balms
for around $3.50 to $15, Craft Ahrens
said.
Another great gift, is the dammit
doll, Craft Ahrens said. The dammit
doll is a stuffed doll with a poem on it.

Stores like For Keeps, the Flower Basket,
the Happy Badger, Finders Records and
Waddington Jewelers offer holiday gifts at a
price that will satisfy any budget.

MERCHANT:

FOR KEEPS

TWHXWER BASKET

FN)ERS RECORDS

HAPPr- BADGER

WADDINGTON
JEWELERSS
ENGRAVERS

Soybean homemade
candles, ornaments.

new and used CDs,
headphones, mugs.
intense, posters

Grocery items, specialty
bread, hand fcnit gloves.
soap and tea

Cubic /ircoma ituck.

PRICE

$10

Food Hare,
beer bottle bread.
snoorie stppers

Christmas decorations,
pottery

beads for bracelets

$20

Jtmhjtande.
saves

Picture frames.
hooks, food dips.
smashed wine botrJes

Tee shits, moWs. DVDs.
dearwig. accessories

Tapestries,
whole cakes and pies

Sterfeig sirver pendants.
beads for bracelets.
jeJry watches

$50-50

Gadjetygforormen.
esque tanks.
VaaBrarJey items.

Snowmen thermometer
yardsticks, tradrttonal
wreaths, alise wear.

Box sets of vinyl.
CDs and DVDs

Happy Badger
sweatshirts, gjft cards

earrings.
orange and brown
pendants

UMMMMM

plaques
Box sets,
turn tables

N/A

SteHing silver pendants.
earrings, rings,
bracelets

Spedriord*

$100
home deaf items.
VeaBrafeylton

it's meant for users to grab and slam
against the wall as they yell "dammit,
dammit, dammit," Craft Ahrens said.
The dolls are good stress relievers, and
the holidays stress everyone out, she
said. The dolls sell for $12.99.
"It's one of my favorite things that
you can give to anyone," she said. "We
sell a lot of them."
The store also offers special deals
each weekend, Craft Ahrens said.
"A bouquet of flowers is always
perfect no matter what," Gibson said.
But the Flower Basket doesn't just offer
flower arrangements; they also have
home decor items that can be given
as gifts.
For $25 and up, the store offers
ivy rings, which are living wreaths,
Gibson said.
The store also offers teddy bears
and snowmen for around $20 and
great personal service.
"We'll help you put together
something that's neat and fun and
different," Gibson said. "We'll wrap it
up for you and make sure to take off
the price tag."
The Happy Badger offers
an assortment of items that are
environmentally friendly, organic, allnatural and fair trade. Several of their
items are also made in the United
States and in Bowling Green.

For around $10, the store offers
hand knit gloves and grocery items,
such as specialty bread. For a little
more money, customers can purchase
tapestries and cakes or whole pies.
Finders Records, located on Main
Street offers records, CDs. DVDs,
t-shirts, mugs and box sets.
The store offers has box sets of
records. CDs and DVDs that range in
price from $100 to around $200.
For less than $20. the store
provides cleaning accessories for CDs
and DVDs, said Greg Halamay, owner
of Finders.
"Whatever price category you
have, we have something to fit that
price category," Halamay said.
Cherie O bracelets, the
equivalent of a Pandora bracelet, are
popular, so if you've had your eye on
one for someone special, head over to
Waddington lewelers on Main Street.
Waddington has falcon beads
available for the bracelets.
The store does all the work in the
store and offers sterling silver
earrings, pendants and bracelets for
approximately $100.
"We have jelly watches for $20 and
two carat diamonds for $20,000 and
everything in between," Waddington
said.*

Shopping local also gives
people the opportunity to
support the community.
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SIGN & WIN
for fall 2013
SIGN A LEASE BY DEC 31 & BE ENTERED TO
WIN 2 FREE KALAHARI WATER PARK TICKETS

OFFICIAL STUDENT HOUSING OF BGSU ATHLETICS
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PRIVATE SHUTTLE TO CAMPUS • FULLY FURNISHED • STATE
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ART

COMPUTER lAli

ENCLAVE

BGSTUDENTHOUSING.COM • 419.353.5100 • 706 NAPOLEON RD

|fr r\, tt AN AMtmcAN CAMPUS coMMUMTY see office for details
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workshops" open to the public. People
will purchase their supplies needed
and then create the jewelry of their
choice. The workshop dates and times
can be found at www.coyotebeadsl.
com. Owner Gayle Walterbach asks
that people register ahead of time by
calling or visiting the store because
space is limited.
For a crafty gift, the Busy Thimble
is the place to go. It has fabric, sewing
supplies and yarn, quilting supplies,
crocheting supplies, latch hook kits
and many more craft-related items.
If your craft needs are not met
there, walk right next door to Ben
Franklin, which also has a variety of
craft supplies.

It's thai lime of year again when
in the celebration of the holiday
season, just about everyone is
giving and receiving gifts.
Everyone wants the gifts they
give to stand out, to be something
different than all of the other gifts.
Maybe you've got the perfect present
planned out, but if you don't, there
are many unique, local ideas for just
about everyone that can be found in
Bowling Green.
On The Edge Body An Studio
presents, Ink Mafia Tattoo Company
and Studio 14 Tattoos and Body
Piercings both offer gift certificates.
On the Edge will be doing aToysfor-Tols toy drive, where people who
donate a new, unopened toy will get
a discount off of any tattoo that is
S50 or more.

Art A Site!
Gallery and Studio has
different, unique
art pieces

Studio 14
has many buy two get
one free specials.

Squeakers (ale and Health Food
Store is a vegetarian and vegan cuisine
and cafe*. It added the Akimbo gallery
to the back of the cafe which sells fine
art and gifts.
The Happy Badger is a fair trade
general store. It has a cafi with wraps,
sandwiches, soups and salads.
Squeakers and Happy Badger are
both great options for naturalistic
friends.
For the artsy friend, Art A Site!
Gallery and Studio has different,
unique art pieces that were created
by artists of different experience
levels. It has a wide variety of
mediums and styles.

Studio 14 also runs a back-toschool special in January. It features a
buy two, get one free piercing special;
a buy two, get-one-free jewelry
special; and a 10 percent off tattoos
$50 or more special. Take advantage
of this after-holiday special with your
friends you won't see until you get
back from break.

Finders
houses a wide variety
of genres, so there
is something for
everybody.

Divine Interiors
offers free giftwrapping and bridal
and gift registry

Finders Records has a unique
assortment of options. It features CDs,
DVDs, vinyl records, and accessories
for all these items. Finders, a long-time
music store in downtown Bowling
Green offers a wide variety of genres,
so there is something for everyone.

Divine Interiors is a complete
interior decorating firm, art gallery and
home boutique, located downtown
Bowling Green. Owner Mojabeng
Kamaia offers hand made products
that are individually signed by the
artisans, providing for many creative
and useful gift items. According to
Kamaia, no items are alike, assuring
guests that each purchase is unique
and exclusively their own.
Divine Interiors offers free giftwrapping and bridal and gift registry. *

Coyote Beads
a place to buy
handmade jewelry or
create your own
Coyote Beads has unique holiday
gift options, where you can buy
handmade jewelry or create your own.
The store will be offering free "Holiday
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It's that time of year again when
in the celebration of the holiday
season, just about everyone is
giving and receiving gifts.
Everyone wants the gifts they
give to stand out. to be something
different than all of the other gifts.
Maybe you've got the perfect present
planned out, but if you don't, there
are many unique, local ideas for just
about everyone that can be found in
Bowling Green.
On The Edge Body Art Studio
presents, Ink Mafia Tattoo Company
and Studio 14 Tattoos and Body
Piercings both offer gift certificates.
On the Edge will be doing a Toysfor-Tots toy drive, where people who
donate a new. unopened toy will get
a discount off of any tattoo that is
S50 or more.

has many buy two get
one free specials.
Studio 14 also runs a back-toschool special ill j.iiiu.ii v It features a
buy two, get one free piercing special;
a buy two, get-one-free jewelry
special; and a 10 percent off tattoos
S50 or more special. Take advantage
of this after-holiday special with your
friends you won't sec until you get
back from break.

Finders
houses a wide variety
of genres, so there
is something for
everybody.
Finders Records has a unique
assortment of options. It features CDs,
DVDs, vinyl records, and accessories
for all these items. Finders, a long-time
music store in downtown Bowling
Green offers a wide variety of genres,
so there is something for everyone.

Coyote Beads
a place to buy
handmade jewelry or
create your own
Coyote Beads has unique holiday
gift options, where you can buy
handmade jewelry or create your own.
The store will be offering free "I loliday
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Personalized, unique gifts abound in the downtown
By Kelsey Rentner
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workshops" open to the public. People
will purchase their supplies needed
and then create the jewelry of their
choice. The workshop dates and times
can be found at www.coyotebeadsl.
com. Owner Gayle Walterbach asks
that people register ahead of time by
calling or visiting the store because
space is limited.
For a crafty gift, the Busy Thimble
is the place to go. It has fabric, sewing
supplies and yarn, quilting supplies,
crocheting supplies, latch hook kits
and many more craft-related items.
If your craft needs are not met
there, walk right next door to Ben
Franklin, which also has a variety of
craft supplies.

Art AS
Gallery and Studio has
different, unique
art pieces
Squeakers Cafe and Health Food
Store is a vegetarian and vegan cuisine
and cafe. It added the Akimbo gallery
to the back of the cafe, which sells fine
art and gifts.
The I lappy Badger is a fair trade
general store. It has a cafe with wraps,
sandwiches, soups and salads.
Squeakers and 1 lappy Badger are
both great options for naturalistic
friends.
For the artsy friend. An A Site!
Gallery and Studio has different,
unique an pieces that were created
by artists of different experience
levels. It has a wide variety of
mediums and styles.
fV •_
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offers free giftwrapping and bridal
and gift registry
Divine Interiors is a complete
interior decorating firm, art gallery and
home boutique, located downtown
Bowling Green. Owner Mojabcng
Kamala offers hand made products
that are individually signed by the
artisans, providing for many creative
and useful gift items. According to
Kamala. no items are alike, assuring
guests that each purchase is unique
and exclusively their own.
Divine Interiors offers free giftwrapping and bridal and gift registry. *
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Gift Cards Make
Great and Easy Gifts
By Rachel Ausperk
I I's thai lime of year again when
I people get caught up in holiday
' * cheer. And it could be a stressful
time back where they put together
their Christmas lists and shop for
friends and family. But there are
always those people that are difficult
to buy for. If you are unsure what to
buy for someone, an easy solution is
to purchase gift cards. Gift cards are
perfect when you know what type of
gift you would like to get for them,
but are unsure of exacdy what. For
example, if you know that you really
want to get someone a new outfit but
do not know their sizes, you could
get them a gift card to their favorite
clothing store. They really keep things

simple and make things less stressful
for the shopper.
"No one wants to get something
for someone and have them not like
it," said University senior Christine
Burger. "1 like to get people gift cards
because it shows that I put thought
into what I want to get them, but
allows me to make sure it will be
something that they want"
Many places in Bowling Green sell
gift cards that have a great selection
of Christmas gifts for both men and
women. For Keeps, located at 144
S. Main St has all kinds of gifts such
as candles, jewelry, monogram gifts,
purses, and seasonal gifts and decor.
Some of the most popular items at
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It's better to give
and receive!
Buy a $20 gift card
and get a FREE PITA!
Ask about our Smart Phone App
"I like to get people gift cards
because it shows that I put thought
into what I want to get them,
but allows me to make sure
it will be something
that they want."

1

VVE DELIVER
THE

Pita Pit

UNIVERSITY SENIOR I CHRISTINE BURGER.

For Keeps are Vera Bradley, jewelry
and Yankee candles. The store
sees an increase in gift certificates
and sales this time of year, often
bought by husbands or boyfriends
since they find themselves getting
lost in the large variety of items.
Essentially, it is an easier decision
to go with a gift certificate. Women
and girls of any age could find
something at For Keeps.
Close by is Coyote Beads and
Jewelry, owned by Gayle Walterbach.
She offers gift certificates for her
merchandise and said that her
client base is mostly community
members, since her shop requires
a lot of hands-on work, creating
unique jewelry. The certificates
are often bought for friends. She
also offers free Holiday Workshops
during the holidays, which allows
for instruction, and the only fee
is for the supplies. Since each
individual creates everything, it really
makes things personal and a great
experience for those involved

~ "

Shopping for guys is difficult for
most people, but most guys would
be satisfied with a gift card to their
favorite restaurant, located at 1558
E. Wboster St., Chipotle is a popular
Mexican grill that both guys and giris
seem to love. Chipotle is featuring a
deal this season where if you purchase
a gift card, you get a free Burrito.
U I'd love a Chipotle gift card for
Christmas, said senior Bob Bums
"It is one of my favorite places to cat
and it would save me a few bucks if I
had one. Plus their burritos are off the
chain."
Directly next to the Chipotle in
Bowling Green is Starbucks. If you
know that the person you are shopping
for likes coffee, get them a gift card
to Starbucks so that they can treat
themsetves Starbucks also sells noncoffee drinks such as teas, smoothies,
and even a bakery.
So if you are unsure what to get a
friend, family member, or significant
other this holiday season, you surely
can't go wrong with a gift card! *
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- WOODLAND MALLoffers holiday activities and gifts for Everyone
ByKathrynKrakoff
The Woodland Mall is spreading
holiday spirit with a variety of
events and deals this holiday
season. If you travel to the Woodland
Mall, located on North Main Street,
you can find everything from Santa
Claus to great gift ideas for the special
people in your life. There are even
holiday inspired sweet treats

Whether you are looking for
a way to entertain your kids or
save some extra cash around
the holidays, the Woodland
Mall is the way to go
Santa Claus is back to town, lie
started at Woodland Mall Nov. 23,
which was also Black Friday. Younger
kids, as well as any age, are welcome
to stop down for a picture with Santa.
Hours vary depending on the day of
the week.
A lot of what the mall has to offer
involves activities that go beyond
your every day shopping experience.
Holiday Corner is offered on the
weekends. It has storefront crafts and
various items for sale that people can
check out The mall also offers Super
Saturday on December 1st from 9 to
l o ,t. n i. with vendors setting up to sell
miscellaneous items at reduced prices
all throughout the null. The items
include new and homemade antiques.
There is also a holiday dance put on
for the public, performed by students
of lulie's Dance Studio. They will be
performing The Nutcracker, which will
take place Saturday Dec. 8th at 10 .i.ni.
With the recent Black Friday
officially kicking off the holiday
season, the Woodland Mall will be a
place to get great sales. Stores such as
Klder Beerman and Dunham Sports
are all offering sales throughout the
shopping season.
You can get your holiday bakedgoods such as pies, cakes and cookies,
as well as enjoy daily specials at A
Taste of Amish Deli. They are also

A lot what the Mai __
to offer involves activitR tha
go beyond your ej | day
shopping exp
offering gift basket wrapping services
when you bring your own basket in
and fill it with items bought from their
store.
If you're hosting a holiday party,
a good idea may be to purchase
peppermint or pumpkin spice
cupcakes from Little Miss Cupcakes
for your guests. Another gift to get
someone for the holidays may be a gift
card to the Cinemark Theatre, located
inside the Woodland Mall. You could
also purchase new appliances for
someone very dear to you at Sears.
Whether you are looking for a
way to entertain your kids or save
some extra cash around the holidays,
the Woodland Mall is the way to go
With events and sales starting now and
continuing on all through December,
you are guaranteed to find something
great no matter when you do your
holiday shopping. *

You can get
your holiday
baked-goods such
as pies, cakes
and cookies,
as well as enjoy
daily specials
at A Taste of

Amish Deli.
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Things to keep in mind when
decorating your room.
By Allison Basiie
As the holidays get closer, you
can expect to see the residence
bals on campus brighten up
with a bit of holiday cheer.
Students living on-campus
have the option to decorate any
way they'd like to but they must be
mindful of University policy and
fire code, before they dtve in and
decorate for the holidays.
Students can decorate their
hall rooms and the outside of their
rooms, putting small artificial
trees and holiday lights up, and
even covering their doors with
wrapping paper and bows, giving
the appearance of a Christmas
present But there are some specific
guidelines that need to be followed:

Students Irving on-campus
have the option to
decorate any way they'd like
to but they must be
mindful of University policy
and fire code, before
they drve in and decorate
for the holidays.
An decorations must be fire
resaoantornoncombusrible:
decorations must have the label of
Underwriters Laboratory (UL) or
similar standard; and no decorations
may be hung from the ceftng,
placed in orBces, rooms or lounges
in a manner that will in terfere with
aafci pmm$f or evacuation
Only use righting sets that show
Underwriters Laboratories, be (UL)
or Canadian Standards Association
(CSAJIabeL Decorative lights used
inside buildings must be "miniature-

types. And extension cords are not
permitted in student residences and
they should not be run through open
doors where they might be pinched.
Lighted decorations must not
be left unattended. And if students
want to have a tree, live or cut are
not permitted and it must be an
artificial tree of a certified slow
burning or ire-resistant material.
Artificial trees in student rooms
must not exceed two feet in height.
Metallic trees can only be lit by
indirect lighting Lighting sets are
not to be hung on them for danger of
a possible shock hazard.
Founders Hall Director Bryan
Austin said that the inside of the
residence hall room should always
feel like "a home,' and that the
only time residence life would get
involved would be to deal with
roommate issues or safety concerns.
"There's a lot of lights, some
residents even have messages right
now on their door saying 'come in
and see our winter wonderland',"
Bryan said.
Interactive message boards
sporting holiday messages and
decorations that are visible from the
outside of the buildings are some
other ways students spread holiday
cheer, according to Bryan.
Resident Advisors change
their bulletin boards once a month,
Bryan said, and they can fed free to
incorporate a holiday theme with
the changing boards. "Usually when
we do something incorporating the
holidays, we try to make it a Boor
program where various students can
attend," Bryan said.
The floor program allows for
students to create decorations for
the holiday they celebrate, ami this
gives students a chance to also share

information about their culture and
holiday traditions with others.
This also allows for more
creativity and feedback from
residents, and is much more
interactive than one resident advisor

posting something for the entire floor.
This way all holidays and customs are
celebrated, and every student feels
included on their floor. t

Happy Hefofagft
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- WOODLAND MALLoffers holiday activities and gifts for Everyone
By Kalhryn Krakoff
The Woodland Mall is spreading
holiday spirit with a variety of
events and deals this holiday
season. If you travel to the Woodland
Mall, located on North Main Street,
yon can lind everything from Santa
(laus to great gift ideas for the special
[>eople in your life. There are even
holiday inspired sued Ireals

Whethef you are looking for
a way to entertain your kids or
save some extra cash around
the holidays, the Woodland
Mall is the way to go
Santa Claus is hack to town. I le
started at Woodland Mall Nov. 23.
which was also Black friday. Younger
kids, as well as any age. are welcome
to stop down for a picture with Santa.
I lours vary depending on the day of
the week.
A lot of what the mall has to offer
involves activities that go beyond
your every day shopping experience.
1 loliday Corner is offered on the
weekends. It has storefront crafts and
various items for sale that people can
check out. The mall also offers Super
Saturday on December 1st from 9 to
10 a.m. with vendors setting up to sell
miscellaneous items at reduced prices
all throughout the mall. The items
include new and homemade antiques.
There is also a holiday dance put on
for the public, performed by students
of Julie's Dance Studio. They will be
performing The Nutcracker, which will
take place Saturday Dec. 8lh at 10 a.m.
With the recent Black Iriday
officially kicking off the holiday
season, the Woodland Mall will be a
place to gel great sales. Stores such as
ITder Beerman and Dunham Sports
are all offering sales throughout the
shopping season.
You i.in get your holiday bakedgoods such as pies, cakes and cooties,
as well as enjoy daily specials at A
Taste of Amish Deli. They arc also

A lot what the
to offer involves activities that
go beyond your ejfl| day
shopping exp
offering gift basket wrapping services
when you bring your own basket in
and till it with items bought from their
store.
If you're hosting a holiday party,
a good idea may be to purchase
peppermint or pumpkin spice
cupcakes from LitUe Miss Cupcakes
for your guests. Another gift to gel
someone for the holidays may be a gift
card to the (:ineniark Theatre, located
inside the Woodland Mall. You could
also purchase new appliances for
someone very dear to you at Sears.
Whether you are looking for a
way to entertain your kids or save
some extra cash around the holidays,
the Wood land Mall is the way logo.
With events and sales starting now and
continuing on all through December,
you are guaranteed to find something
greal no matter when you do your
holiday shopping.

You can get
your holiday
baked-goods such
as pies, cakes
and cookies,
as well as enjoy
daily specials
at A Taste of

Amish Deli.
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Things to keep in mind w
decorating your room
By Allison Basile
As the holidays get closer, you
can expect to see the residence
halls on campus brighten up
with a bit of holiday cheer.
Students living on-campus
have the option to decorate any
way they'd like to but they must be
mindful of University policy and
fire code, before they dive in and
decorate for the holidays.
Students can decorate their
hall rooms and the outside of their
rooms, pulling small artificial
trees and holiday lights up, and
even covering their doors with
wrapping paper and bows, giving
the appearance of a Christmas
present. But there are some specific
guidelines lhal need to be followed:

Students living on-campus
have the option to
decorate any way they'd like
to but they must be
mindful of University policy
and fire code, before
they dive in and decorate
for the holidays.
All decorations must be fire
resistant or noncombustible;
decorations must have the label of
Underwriters Laboratory 1111 .i or
similar standard; and no decorations
may be hung from the ceiling,
placed in offices, rooms or lounges
in a manner that will interfere with
safe passage or evacuation.
Only use lighting sets that show
Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. (UL)
or Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) label. Decorative lights used
inside buildings must be "miniature"

types. And extension cords are not
permitted in student residences and
they should not be run through open
doors where they might be pinched.
Lighlcd decorations must nol
be left unattended. And if students
want to have a tree, live or cut are
not permitted and il must be an
artificial tree of a certified slow
burning or ire-resistant material.
Artificial trees in student rooms
must not exceed two feet in height.
Metallic trees can only be lit by
indirect lighting. Lighting sets are
not lo be hung on them for danger of
a possible shock hazard.
Founders Hall Director Bryan
Austin said that the inside of the
residence hall room should always
feel like "a home," and thai the
only time residence life would get
involved would be to deal with
roommate issues or safely concerns.
"There's a lot of lights, some
residenis even have messages righi
now on their door saying 'come in
and see our winter wonderland',"
Bryan said.
Interactive message boards
sporting holiday messages and
decorations thai are visible from the
outside of the buildings are some
olher ways students spread holiday
cheer, according to Bryan.
Resident Advisors change
their bulletin boards once a month,
Bryan said, and they can feel free to
incorporate a holiday theme with
the changing boards. "Usually when
we do something incorporating the
holidays, we try to make it a floor
program where various students can
attend," Bryan said.
The floor program allows for
students lo create decorations for
the holiday they celebrate, and this
gives students a chance lo also share

information about (heir culture and
holiday traditions with others.
'["his also allows for more
creativity and feedback from
residents, and is much more
interactive than one resident advisor

posting something for the emire floor.
This way all holidays and customs are
celebraled, and every sludenl feels
included on their floor. *
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rounds for Thought
offers Seasonal Drinks and Music for the Holidays
By Phil Martin
Grounds for Thought, the oldest and the
downtown's only locally owned coffee shop,
is offering special drinks, gifts and is hosting

"Upscale Resale'
m

ON 4MB

It is a "Season of Caring!

Christmas & the Holidays
We've filled THE FLOWER BASKET with a
wonderful selection of candles, fresh & silk
arrangement pkmts, wreaths & very special gifts,
...all gentle on your budget.
165 S. Man
Downtown BG
419.3S2.639S
flowerbasbt@frontiet.coni JJ| f7_ nriLniLiitwww.TheHowerBoskerBG.com <^>WWer Dtt5K.eC
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Special drinks to help warm the holidays at the
coffee
shop
include s'mores lattes (made
with
.
,
i
n
\
nerseys chocolate and toasted marshmallow),

musical events during the 2012 holiday
peppermint mochas, candy cane lattes and
season.
Christmas cookie lattes (made with vanilla and
Grounds forThought began serving
special holiday drinks the week of the city's
ground cinnamon). The shop will also serve
annual holiday parade, which this year was
flavored hot cocoa.
Nc 17, said Laura Wicks, wife of co-owner
Kelly Wicks.
Special drinks to help warm the holidays at the coffee shop include
s'mores lattes (made with Mersey's chocolate and toasted marshmallow),
peppermint mochas, candy cane lattes and Christmas cookie lattes
(made with vanilla and ground cinnamon). The shop will also
serve flavored hot cocoa.
The Christmas cookie latte is one of the shop's annual
best sellers, Wicks said.
In addition to the holiday drinks served in the shop,
Wicks said that Ground forThought offers a selection
of four Christmas blends of whole bean coffees.
Flavors in the selection include: Christmas Spirit,
Peppermint Mocha, which is the most popular,
Toasted Chestnut and Cranberry Cream.
The whole bean blends are also great gifts that
the buyer can take home and prepare, Wicks said.
In addition to the special seasonal blends,
Grounds forThought will also host one free public
concert in the back of its shop during the month of
December, Wicks said.
Americana super group. Wheels, will be
performing Saturday, Dec. 15, at 8 p.m. Wheels was the
surprise hit of this year's Black Swamp Arts Festival.
Also on Dec 15, from 10 am. to 3:30 pin.
Grounds will be hosting a Christmas Boutique
where students can purchase unique
holiday gifts made by local artists.
Other gifts the shop offers are
gift certificates for stocking stuffers
Stocking stuffers include Grounds
forThoughtT-shirtsand the shop's
premium packaged cocoa mix,
coffee and teas. Customers will be
able to purchase Christmas presents
under $20, Wicks said.
Grounds for Thought is located
at 174 S. Main St in the city's historic
downtown.
The shop is a quick 15-minute walk
from the campus for students who don't have
cars. But. Wicks said that students can catch a
University shuttle to the intersection of Main and
East Wooster streets and walk to the shop *
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Give the gift of BGSU
this holiday season

Stop by and check out our gift ideas:
T-shirts Sweatshirts Blankets
Hats Glassware
530 EAST WOOSTER ST • 419-353-7732 • www.sbxgofalcons.com
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rounds for Thought
offers Seasonal Drinks and Music for the Holidays
ByPhilMartin

"Upscale Resale'
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It is a "Season of Caring!

Christmas 6 the Holidays
We've filled THE FLOWER BASKET witfi a
wonderful selection of candles, fresh & silk
arrangement plants, wreaths & very special gifts,
. .all gentle on you budget.
165 S. Man
Downtown BG
419.352.43*5
floworbosker@fiontioi.com
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Special drinks to help warm the holidays at the

(".rounds tor Thought, the oldest and the
coffee shop include s'mores lattes (made with
downtown's only locally owned coffee shop,
is offering special drinks, gifts and is hosting Hersey s chocolate and toasted marshmallow'),
musical events during the 2012 holiday
peppermint mochas, candy cane lattes and
season.
Christmas cookie lattes (made with vanilla and
Grounds forThought hegan serving
special holiday drinks the week of the city's
ground cinnamon). The shop will also serve
annual holiday parade, which this year was
flavored hot cocoa.
Nc 17, said I aura Wicks, wife of co-owner
KeUy Wicks.
Special drinks to help warm the holidays at the coffee shop include
s'mores lattes (made with Hersejrs chocolate and toasted marshmallow),
peppermint mochas, candy cane lattes and Christmas cookie lattes
(made with vanilla and ground cinnamon). The shop will also
serve flavored hot cocoa.
The Christmas cookie latte is one of the shops annual
best sellers. Wicks said.
In addition to the holiday drinks served in the shop.
Wicks said that Ground for Thought offers a selection
of four Christmas blends of whole bean coffees.
Flavors in the selection include: Christmas Spirit,
Peppermint Mocha, which is the most popular,
Toasted Chestnut and Cranberry Cream.
The whole bean blends are also great gifts that
the buyer can take home and prepare, Wicks said.
In addition to the special seasonal blends.
Grounds for Thought will also host one free public
concert in the back of its shop during the month of
December, Wicks said.
Americana super group, Wheels, will be
performing Saturday, Dec 15, at 8 p.m. Wheels was the
surprise hit of this year's Black Swamp Arts Festival.
Also on Dec. 15, from 10 am to 330 pm..
Grounds will be hosting a Christmas Boutique
where students can purchase unique
holiday gifts made by local artists.
Other gifts the shop offers are
gift certificates for stocking sniffers.
Stocking sniffers include Grounds
forThought T-shirts and the shop's
premium packaged cocoa mix.
coffee and teas. Customers will be
able to purchase Christmas presents
under $20, Wicks said.
Grounds forThought is located
at 174 S. Main St. in the city's historic
downtown.
The shop Is a quick 15-minute walk
from the campus for students who don't have
cars. But Wicks said that students can catch a
University shuttle to the intersection of Main and
KastWboster streets and walk to the shop*
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Give the gift of BGSU
this holiday season

Stop by and check out our gift ideas:
T-shirts • Sweatshirts ' Blankets
Hats • Glassware
EAST V/OOSTER ST • 419-353-7732 • www.sbxgofalcons.com
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